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To the trees, the seas, the soil, the birds, the ice, the clouds, the flowers,
the amphibians, the rivers, the weeds, the mammals, the rocks, the sand,
the hills, the pebbles, the fish, the mountains, the deserts, the islands, the
insects, the heather, the reptiles, the grasses, the tides, the mist, the
valleys, the lakes, the, the, the
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The Crested Tit Collective comprises of 10 poets working and performing across
London, internationally, and digitally – Cat Chong, Laura Hellon, E.P Jenkins,
Briony Hughes, Martina Krajňáková, Chloë Proctor, Tanicia Pratt, Tese
Uhomoibhi, Sophie Shepherd, and Ariana Benson. The CTC met whilst studying
toward a Masters in Poetic Practice at Royal Holloway, University of London.
With special thanks to Professor Redell Olson who has been a wonderful teacher,
mentor, and friend.
For more information and resources, please visit www.crestedtitcollective.com
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Introduction
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Rewilding is
Writing in residence. Sites in transition and upheaval. Sleeping on the floor. The
perfect environment. A location where something has happened. Putting myself in.
Social engineering. Knowing the facts and risks in details. Growing. BAME. In the
long-term interests. Jeopardising. Consequences. The enjoyment of walking.
Dialogue and trust. Health. Functional art installation. Warning signs. Recorded in
history, language, and culture. Carbon waste. Ecosystems. Infrastructure.
Construction traffic. Millennia. Slate and copper. The value of tourism. Industrial
activity. Minerals. Free-form. Valleys. Looking up. Forestry. Radically altered.
Wildness. Willing residents. Rejection. Closely examined. National features. A little
less wild. Hydroelectric. Nostalgic. A reasonable sacrifice. A PR exercise. On the
surface. A review. Having your say. Representative. Biodiverse. Fit for purpose.
Still valid. A welcome report. Better governed. Better funded. Working closely
together. Supporting the public. Open access. Under the stars. Volunteering.
Ranging. Prioritising. The way we use the countryside. Inconsistent. Alive. Cultural
heritage. A trial. A modern challenge. Recovery. Visiting. Under new management.
Incremental. An income stream. Conservation. Trust. Disneyfied rubble. Post-war.
Breathing. Enshrined and precious. Budget cuts. Footpaths. At sunrise. A box office.
A principle. A nightmare scenario. Big logos in fields. Premium coal. Herbal.
Grassland. Species-rich. Boardwalks. Sensory gardens. Brewing. Secure. A
museum. An audience. Recreational. Ours to care for. Mending. Resurging.
Extreme weather. Erosion. Sustainable legacy. An environmental emergency.
9

Embedded. Peatland. Emissions. Plastic free. Recycled. Future generations. Urban
adventure. In a city with a national park. The best year yet. 15% off. Happening at
the weekend. A big bang. Ambitious. Cleaning up the Arctic. A workshop.
Interactive. Mountain rescue. Women in the outdoors. Networking. A launch.
Boggy. On a local level. A challenging word. Preconceived. Repairing. Loving the
wild places. The Secretary of State. Campaigning. Overwhelming. Lower quality
by-product. A consultation deadline. A done deal. Costing the Earth. An outrageous
lie. Mass removal. Liquefied. Excellent analysis. Operational. Natural gas. Safe and
reliable. LGBT+. Dorsal fins. Language barriers. Difficult to control. Pressurised.
The National Grid. Real time. In demand. Wind power. Consumers. Turning on
cheap renewables. Allowed to operate. Great news. A hashtag. Where the sheep are.
Stopping the plan. The first deep coal mine in the UK for decades. Burning. United.
Asking the views of members. Less polluting. Creating far more jobs. Hi-tech.
Intensive. Spreading its tentacles. A petition. A successful combination. Unofficial.
Rescheduled. Voting yes. Taboo. In motion. Mass removal. Space creation. Marine.
Under threat. Including everything. Writing now. An objection. The character of its
places. Discharge. Tweeting the Wildlife Trust. Doing your bit. A reliable guardian.
Hungry. Farms. The price we pay. Woolly. Primitive. Overcrowded. A green new
deal. Amber. Unanimous. Reliant. Revised. Essential. Notwithstanding. Hard
hitting. Why more are being built. Too much electricity. Inflexible. A fallacy.
Guaranteed. Demonised. Streamed online. Subscribed. Countless identity checks.
Thanking you. At odds. The cloud lingering on. Washing away. Today. News,
10

comment, and analysis. Linked to housing. Disproportionately affected. Urgently
needed. Fragility. True since the Black Death. Community-acquired. Distinctive
silhouettes. Not peer-reviewed. In limbo. Human pathogens. Not missing net zero
target. Plotting. A deadlier public health threat. Leadership. A manifestation.
Unimaginable six months ago. Self-sufficiency. Wider pavements. A downpayment. The bigger programme. Shovel ready. A rescue package. Green recovery.
Rethinking investment. Lifestyle change. The capacity to respond. Open dialogue.
A sound basis. Not officially recognised. A referendum. Emerging. What is
necessary. An appetite for fundamental change. Preparing for crises to come.
Transition. Travelling by campervan. Distributing food. Permission to be kind
again. Speed. Hard to calculate. Emotional wellbeing. A vanishing act. The age of
extinction. Spotlight. A pledge. Harvest. Resilient to future shocks. Mainstream.
Deer on the beach. Watching the rocks. Single. Cages in the sea. Laid to waste.
Early days. Anecdotal evidence. Rethinking the images. Running out of rope. A
short glossary. Scientifically precise. A serious situation. An inquirer. A definite
conclusion. Fair to use. A staycation. A bit less clinical. Natural health. Fish
populations. Stable climate. Below 1.5°c of warming. A huge task. Reaching every
corner of the globe. Weather. Dismantling. The Amazon. An interview. Food prices.
Migration patterns. Big changes to airlines. A cost to insurers. A reminder. Using
our muscle. A personal view. Ethical fashion. A niche interest. A new metric.
Asking if we are going far enough.
(Laura Hellon, 2020)
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Digital Bionts
Chloë Proctor
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°

Foliation
(often used as a combining
form) having leaflets
(compound leaves).

Connected at stem is to resist
narration
Angiosperm
a plant of a large group that
where – intersecting – species
comprises those that have
flowers and produce seeds
dissection
enclosed within a carpel.
group; more; grouping;
Phylogeny
pedagogical; pillaring
the branch of biology that deals
with phylogenesis [the
comate seeds account for evolutionary development and
diversification of a species or
overlap
group of organisms, or of a
of an
how to parse this difference particular feature
organism].
Comal
of certain seeds (such as
cotton) having a tuft or tufts of
hair; "comate (or comose)
seeds".

sporesbot originated from my mini-collection s p o r e s, an experiment in writing poetry “as ecosystem”. The
project featured found text from botany journals which was disrupted by sparsely placed connectives. The idea
being that the connectives operated as string figuring through a linguistic habitat. I was interested in the ways
that an unfamiliar (to me) discourse (botany and biology) could be forced into a position of semantic equality
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°

Precocious
(of a plant) flowering or fruiting
earlier than usual.
Pharmacopoeia
an official publication
containing a list of medicinal
drugs with their effects and
directions for their use.

Systems are pre-ripening
//we debate containers//
Ethnography
the scientific description of
develop inward. depetal border
peoples and cultures with their
customs, habits, and mutual
control. Make-not weaponry
differences.
of starvation
Achlamydeous
often, of flowers : lacking both
calyx and corolla.

by the intersection of recognisable grammar prompts; a semantic levelling wherein words are “bionts” (individual
units within a “holobiont” [assemblage of species within a discrete ecological unit]) and their
connectives stand in as the systems of relation between them. Reformatted as a chance-based Twitter bot, these
holobionts disrupt a digital space that is often consisting of polemical, mundane or violent language.
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°

Aphyllous
(in botany) (of plants) having
no leaves
Exogamous
(in biology) the union of
gametes of unrelated parents.
Invaginate
be turned inside out or folded
back on itself to form a cavity
or pouch.

…”study as stems”…
yet at their trunks
the bodies are mutating
…”study as though prewritten”…
yet
enfold
enfold
investigate

The bot, which broadcasts an hourly “spore” onto the platform, begins to feel autonomous, loud, claiming its
space. Existing in the same sphere as Twitter moral coding - users staking out space in ethical debates – it begins to
feel as if it is establishing its own manifesto, its own instructions for living right now on this planet. Digital Bionts
is in effect a system of backwards-forwards translation. s p o r e s becoming bot, bot-botany
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°

Acropetal
growth of dissolvement of fluids
to the apices (point of growth)
of root or shoot.

Transcend and root
be organic film
between Holocene and Future
be a future
[beyond the divine
zoom in instead on Terra]
feed the apices
your thick grammar

language being filtered through digital definition procedures, finally filtering through poet as a translation process
where a further poem-instruction (reminiscent of Fluxus) reframes the original material(/matter). In a sense the
resulting multi-media poem enacts a rewilding of understanding, visually framed here as reminiscent
of a textbook. This iteration of s p o r e s was comprised not from botany journals, but from the website
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°

Hornwort
a submerged aquatic plant with
narrow forked leaves that
become translucent and horny
as they age.
Phytoof a plant, pertaining to plants.

Blister as hornworts
thorny community inflating
feed – from the host –
the mineral stock
- unfairly hoarded
what grows from your body
chemistry?
cortisol
let your body rage

relatedwords.org using the search term “botany”. The website says the following on its process:
“Related Words runs on several different algorithms which compete to get their results higher in the list. One such algorithm
uses word embedding to convert words into many dimensional vectors which represent their meanings. The vectors of the words
in your query are compared to a huge database of of pre-computed vectors to find similar words. Another algorithm crawls
through ‘Concept Net’ to find words which have some meaningful relationship with your query.
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°

Basifixed
(in botany) attached at the
base.
Chlorophyta
a division of lower plants that
comprises green algae.

Metabolism of knowledge
evergrowing
overgrow acidic
elite posturing
WE basifixed on terra
WE in undergrowth brambling
WE plenty
We organism

These algorithms, and several more, are what allow Related Words to give you... related words - rather than just direct
synonyms.”

If we think of hashtagging on Twitter as a form of popularity-based semantic categorisation, which new vectors of
meaning could we potentially introduce into the digital ecosystem?
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Da Zooxanthellae
Like Who?
Tanicia Pratt
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20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

This poem is intended to narrate the (de)constructing of coral + algae, while
creating a parallel with the relationship of Bahamians + the hotel industry.
Historically, coral and algae are known to assist with each other’s growth by
sharing essential nutrients.
The algae, Zooxanthellae, feeds the coral polyps with carbohydrates, glycerine and
amino acids. In return, the coral polyps provide algae with living space, carbon
and basic nutrients. The coral creates limestone, building itself up and growing its
foundation through calcification. Coral bleaching occurs when water temperatures
are too high, making it uncomfortable for the algae, causing it to break away from
the coral.
I am reminded of neo-colonialism in The Bahamas via tourism. How the rise of
tourism has excavated the black, working class to labour for the profit of foreignowned resorts. In exchange for their servitude, citizens are promised the sweet
‘Bahamian Dream’ of money, cars, and their own (limestone) home. Where is the
hotel industry’s support now that international borders have closed – or when tings
get hot? With almost half of the population being unemployed, I question the
sustainability of both coral and black body in relation to tourism in my country.
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Processional at
the Earth’s
Funeral
Ariana Benson
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Processional at the Earth’s Funeral
You sit in an auditorium. The plush of your chair is like the velvet lining inside a
rectangular human-sized box, lulling you into a static comfort as it soothes the
flesh of the dead. But you know you’re alive. To ponder the reason why is an
exercise in futility. So you sit and watch.
The screen reaches so far above that your eyes plunge into your skull when you try
to see the whole picture. You settle for the bits and pieces you can handle. Though
you are below the screen, you observe from above like a soft white blur that,
instead of flying away, perches in a tree and looks on as mourners cry after it has
been released. You wonder how long it will be before you forget what a dove
looks like.
The Sun enters first, proceeding down what you now realize is an aisle, before
taking a seat at the front of what a tall peaked building would look like if there
was anyone else left to remember. You lock eyes with the Sun, and somehow her
Corona doesn’t instantly melt yours out of their sockets. The planets follow behind
her, close enough to catch her were she to collapse, a preemptive act of sacrifice to
the potential black hole of her grief.
As the service begins, you are swept away into your imagination of your future life
in this new world.
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Mars Gives the Eulogy
It was always said that Earth would succumb to her own melted blue,
but first she drowned in smoldering red. And now you humans mark
me, boots imprinting shallow coffins in my skin, palms tinted copper
with rust. Earth shone a brilliant green because she swallowed her red
light, a crimson rage she concealed—her pain often tinted blue, grey, brown,
never red – the lone hue that may have halted her descent into black. Dying,
she donned the very shade in which I live. At last, she wore the fury
she for so long righteously refused. How you adored the doomed martyr.
But your worship means less than the names with which you christened us.
Let us not forget that we are here to grieve the Earth, in all her selfless glory,
not her parasites, with your insatiable bloodlust for green. You took
her green, but from me you will get nothing but red. I will never grant
you the peace of knowing whether the red that stains your hands
is Earth’s blood, or my dust, or my blood, or even your own.
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And Venus Mourns
I sift through the stars, searching for splinters of you: in the asteroids Jupiter
hurls your way, the meteors that marl Mercury’s flesh. The oceans’ blues
in Neptune, the seas’ teals blanketing Uranus, the striations of sediment,
shed skin patterned like Saturn’s rings. Just when I’ve nearly reassembled you,
I remember your inimitable green. I blend cerulean methane with ammonic gold,
turquoise hydrogen with my own amber CO2, but I can’t recreate your hues.
I miss the splendor of your vivid pigments bleeding into the ashen
pale of mine. You were so much more than, and yet still always, beautiful.
And if nothing else, people love the things they call beautiful. They gorged
on your verdance, sipped the absinthe of your flora—a love born of beauty
is the most intoxicating hallucinogen. They saw your green and took it
to mean new life, vibrance, a thriving. But beauty, like spectral color, is visible
only in its own absence, in the presence of everything it is not. So you are
beautiful to them only now that you are gone. And now green light smothers
everything, with its sickly sheen of death. And now that everything
is green, nothing truly is. And everything is beautiful and nothing is.
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Sun Simply Asks
Why did you call my children planets? In your language, ‘planet’ means
‘wandering star.’ What does it mean to wander? Wandering implies a state of
being lost, and my daughter was anything but lost. What would it have meant for
her to be found? In death, she no longer wanders, no longer roams around me. Is
she found in death? Was she lost in your lives? Lost, as in not found, found as in
having a known location, location as in place. All these words, in none of them am
I found. Do things die when you find them? What will become of my son Mars,
now that you have found him? What does it mean to not have a place? But to be a
place, to exist as place? To be where beings live? In being your place, your world
my daughter never had a chance to find her own. Place as in space—not the title
you gave our home—area, that has been specified, relatively located, named. What
are names? Why do you give them to us? Why do some of my children, my socalled ‘wandering stars’, have names, and others none? Why was Earth not named
after one of your gods, like the others? Was this so you would not worship her,
revere her, covet her, fear her as you do the rest of us? Is that why your moon did
not have a name?
The Sun’s mind wanders like the stars she mothered, and in her grief she is left
with nothing but questions. You open your mouth to respond, apologize, but
nothing comes out. You have tried to make a sound, speak a language, an empathy
incompatible with your humanity. You have failed her. The only fixed being you
have ever known is lost, and your universe will never be whole again.
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The Forest
Project
Tese Uhomoibhi
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For Ennerdale
Laura Hellon

39

and replacing conifers there to rely on more natural processes to shape the
landscape and ecology
reducing sheep and replacing with native Galloway cattle
removing boundary fences
introducing the marsh fritillary butterfly which was extinct in
Cumbria
re-engineering bridges to allow fish to pass
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We called it into the water and it came
unaffected on the surface
the storage place
who is liable
who is responsible
who is uncomfortable
who is spreading
who is growing concerned
who barred all traffic
who is a shrine
who is warning
who is the issue
who is public
who is speculative
who is crunch
who is underground
who is directly employed at Sellafield
who is in dependent jobs
who is background
who is probably not big enough
who is accommodating
who is a small favour
who is drilling
who is disassembled
who is 10-20 lorry loads
who is radiation free
who is threatening
who is unspoilt
who is vertical
who is long land
who is excavation
who is tunnel entrance
who is boundary
who is repository
who is Sellafield
who is likely exaggerating
who is a road over the fell
who is near-impossible to access
who is geological studies
who is a likely complex internal structure
who is a public water supply
who is owned by the National Trust
who is a cavern
41

who is dangerous
who is the next million years or so
who is hopeful
who is persuading
who is tourism
who is dealing with the clear up
who is above ground
who is 15 million people
who is proposing
who needs signatures
who is organising a protest walk
who is photographed by the air
who is weather permitting
who is the hen beck
who is providing footage to the media
who is family
who is all abilities
who is as many people as possible
who is heart breaking
who is spent
who is our shame
who is vandalism
who must be stopped
who is the least worst option
who is not it
who is not in Cumbria
who is a knife
who is fouling
who is Wainwright
who is several large banners
who is propaganda
who is a pro-dumper
who is shocked
who is in the dark
who is my wife
who had no idea
who is the devil’s elbow
who is required
who will not be published
who loves the land
who is west
who is the purest and cleanest water
who cools the wastes
42

who needs a solution
who keeps Cumbrian coal in the hole
who is fabric
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the engineer asks if small scale nuclear is a distraction from critical large scale
projects
there’s no harm in picking a location
loss of fur leading to transition and upheaval
leaky bucket is what they call it
if councillors would be so keen to view remotely?

then that’s just prime unanimous approval
relief!
addicted to small modular nuclear reactors
a dam
super clean energy
[at the appropriate level]
legacy waste to be proud of
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if everything goes to plan with this site
agreeing finance models
refer to my recent letter
I wrote it dressed in green
and stressing out the fresh water
toxic work culture on a postcard from Cumbria!
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Big architecture sheet. Places of redaction. To drink. Sellafield. Artillery shells
fired into the Solway Firth. Containing depleted uranium. Flouting international
laws. Shooting the sea. There are no internal controversies when we dump nuclear
waste into our waters. Projectile placements. Legitimate weapons for Armed
Forces. Public response shut down by MOD.
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I’ve seen Wordsworth’s grave
cotter on the landscape
cultivated a white holding
as spoil heaps
raw water in the shape of a
national park
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Rhizomes
Briony Hughes
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—I’m writing my
way out – and
this is
a place of
refuge—
Cat Chong
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200. —entre chat et loup / between cat and wolf—
—because I am a crip of the covid century—language is not————
—enough to facilitate survival—we need PPE—we need—————
—medication—we need social distancing—we need safety and a——
—language that does not relegate the sick and the old as disposable—
—on day 177—the 11th of May—Broc says for the second time——
—Poetry is where language goes to renew itself–—we enter and——
—deform that turbulent field when we write it—to lack total———
—energy is to let flying ants become turbulence—for weeks they——
—enter at night—shedding wings—and remnants of flight—on my—
—pillow—like an offering—or an irony—or some kind of a joke——
—dying all over the place—falling apart having accomplished that—
—momentous achievement of fucking—I lie on the floor in the——
—dark—open curtains politely asking them to leave—fly outside—
—into light—I’m paraphrasing Anne Boyer when I say—so much—
—time spent lying down is also time spent looking up—so much——
—time spent—lying down is also time—spent looking—at a———
—ceiling crawling with ants—flying and falling—once let out———
—they do not come back in—as though to be let out—is to empty—
—my space of the dying—a permanent gesture of escape—
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188. —tender confusion—
—of the unending presence—the body—the distance of pause———
—between here and futurity—I know I’m in pain—I know it will——
—continue like the rain—the sudden hard falling—I long to go——
—stand in—maybe I’ve always been sentimental—every crip text—
—is a hermetic text of multiple fusions sometimes begetting illders—
—to me—elders living in survival of chronic conditions—in my——
—dreams the women I love are trying to kill me—in each attempt—
—to find a hiding place—pain contains an element of blankets—in—
—looking for softness—torture transmutes into sleep—every———
—woman in my maternal family is chronically ill—perhaps I———
—should believe in destiny—hydroxychloroquine is in three———
—generations of—my blood—my mother is the third wave—I am—
—waiting to become—the fourth resurgence—I live in a body of——
—ecstatic agony—and I’d like to keep it that way—if it’s all the——
—same to you—without relationship to cure—this is my future——
—embodied waves of sleep and of sickness—each gaze to look——
—like longing—in this much pain—immutable and contained—in—
—this—in me these—20m2 of space—
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184. —I want to be held close and fucked till I forget what pain feels like—
—this is a lie—I don’t believe in the heteronormative restorative——
—powers of the phallus bullshit—or in the suspension—of reality—
—midst fuck—I am body bounded by pain—ever present—even if—
—I could sleep with him—I would not hate myself any less—I am—
—10881 kilometres away from my partner—I’m being——————
—self-righteous so I can own my own sex again—the Covid-19——
—pandemic making metaphor—double over—a möbius strip tease—
—pandemic—death—and—fucking—in a pile on the floor—past—
—the foot of the bed—in Writers That Love Too Much Kevin———
—Killian quotes Sarah Schulman—saying that—all writing today—
—is AIDS writing, whether as writers we know it or not.—because—
—I am a crip of the covid century—we are all writing plague———
—writing sex—writing death—synecdoches of synecdoches—all—
—Fibonacci word fractals—a horror that keeps on going—to fuck—
—as an act of reclamation not of—land or spaces of ownership—as—
—rage as an energy—sorrow and grief—every part of me a————
—wounding—an avenue for death—anger and proximity to the——
—multiple violences of war and medicine—I don’t want to fuck——
—my way out of complicity even if I could—anymore than fucking—
—could be a form of penance—anymore than I can fuck at all—my—
—body is not a safe landing—slippery with toxic sweat—————
—poisonous residue—iridescent and glowing—all disappeared in—
—containment—and the night has no more refuge—in When The——
—Sick Rule The World Dodie Bellamy—says mortality will be——
—sexy—I’m sorry—I’ve been reading Cark for weeks now————
—SOMETIMES I THINK I LOVE EVERYONE—is taped to my——
—wall—Wastrel bumblefuck – should know what’s wrong—when—
—the sick rule the Wastrel bumblefuck of mortality—I will know—
—what’s sexy with the world gone wrong—I think—I’ll fuck in it—
—anyway—
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171. —I never thought I would want—
—as much as I do now—I want to measure the space between here—
—and the sound of you laughing—to remember the worlds we’re—
—enmeshed in—if there is still a plural world for us in this————
—surveillance is an archive forming around ourselves——————
—temperature—location—taste—smell—ease breathing—————
—inventory of numbers and numbered identities—footage is both a—
—recording of film—and the size of a space measured in feet—the—
—spots of water—that trail down the corridor are—dripped marks—
—remembering where bodies used to come from—there are 6———
—occupied rooms along—a corridor of 28—on day 200—the end—
—of April—the manufacturer of my medication changes—my———
—body knows this—and reacts—with a moratorium on sleep—I——
—am an immutable entity—surrounded by permeable barriers—I—
—sit on my windowsill on the 10th floor—to watch the sunset—the—
—gloaming is the flattening—you said—of distance and light—I——
—tell myself I’m not waiting for this—surface to end—something—
—that I’m gleaning—to take from in the great distance—away———
—from me—something made—visible by light—night is a liquid—
—space—sailable or to sink into—every time I touch the switch of—
—the white strip lighting—a circuit breaker—is an automatic———
—device for stopping—the electric flow of a current—in a circuit—
—a safety feature—for stopping the flow—of transmission—to——
—prevent excess—mortality—in this island—city—state—waves—
—curves sweeping—the metaphors for virality—are circular and——
—electric—
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159. —When I called my supervisor a weird ass mushroom I
was talking about myself—
—about oblivion—slicing apples in a moment of grace—and the——
—possibility of rescue—useless esoterica—proselytising myself to—
—pray in the language of mycelium—unreliant on sight or speech—
—or sound—a mycorrhizal network—a mass noun of this kindness—
—to signal this in language I think about hyphens as a connection—
—the enotikon the tie—serving to unite or unify—combining———
—double breve below—we are so frequently tied to the language——
—of the ground—that perhaps we should write our way in—a———
—burial—that we might find new ways of speaking—without sight—
—or speech or sound—of which these are the fruiting bodies———
—perhaps it’s because I’m unable to sleep at night that I’m being——
—drawn to dark spaces—all this work a nocturn—my body this——
—moist place—reluctantly departed from sunlight—my body———
—speaks in water—in silence I lick my own tears—the soil is a——
—place where it all comes together—and hope is a thing still———
—breathing—
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Selected Poems

E.P Jenkins
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Lionel Lukin Oxidised
Packets of air in the watertight bulkheads
Given enough time
Should carry
The world’s first un-sinkable
Shipwreck.
Unimmergible
Layers of
Zinc
Corr-ode
Her 78 years of service into
Rust and
disintegrating
Underwater pillars.
A purpose built
reaction with
Chloride copper plates
Should carry
Alloys such as
private law and moisture.
Surface of a piece corrodes
first.
Upright
mouth
Of the River Tyne
Prompted by a tragedy
Galvanized buoyant gunwhales for the
Reward of 2 guineas.
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Disruption One
Green velvet
smooth and still with
a smell of chalky lettuce and
speckled ripples,
dots of weed flowers
are
bead clusters
growing up and out of
a nearby pea filed encrusted with
plastic pustules and
Polymer is crude side up

poppy heads.
swears on

manufactured water
bottled and packed
in
chalk,
corroding
time.
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Divination
In conversation with Tanicia Pratt
Divining for the witch’s body
of water
where is this still water
leeched with chalk and waste
no active intervention
her own Swordy Well
lays patiently impatient no current plans to build defences
at the bottom of
the dark pits

it sits

motionless and cold holding the existing defence line
quiet and cavernous

maintaining

aggressively stagnant
swarming with little
blood worms

managing realignment in

ghastly pirouettes
she feels them inside
advance the line
allowing the shoreline’s agonising contortions.
The dyke within groans moving to an agreed position
she had built it
a new defence planned
to hide the swelling
waterline erosion

pressure burns and

starts restlessly extending the
ground broken today
pierced the fleshy turf till its expanse reaches out beyond the designated area out
to the
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water springs in full orbs
up, out of her eyes
filtered through

shoreline management

the silt of time
will lead to further
flooding of the well.
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Disruption Two

Wind fence rusted.
A live snake winding rigid,
like a field from
field
from
river.
Knot
slowly

garrotte,

stifle life
from
river from
river from
field from
field

from
little trumpets

quietly herald

the

borderless.
Honey roasted

packet

condense
both
dry
and compact.
Flowers trumpet
open
bend

ideas

to inspect
their plastic
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pouches.
Obscure petals who
is who
is who

reclaims

who?
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Yeast
After Briony Hughes’ ‘Microsporidial’
Puff
excess
Into sticky mass.
Tuck, tight top
Bacterium.
Round and resting
She is
A single celled fungus.

belly.

Air cells
In a mug with a chicken on it.
Bubblegum like
Mother.
The
mother.
Rustic
Rusty orange.

Flaky.

Belly
Bubble
Elastic
A hair line.
Liquid leech

lump.
sea foam.

Dense
Frothy

diving

hands oiled
Stretch

W

g
at

alid
er.

mar ks.

grab
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Disruption Three
After Allen Fisher’s ‘Black Pond’

I
into

the

full of
wrapped in

long to biodegrade
fossil fuels. Become new fossils.
Uncovered glass bones
return to silt
and melt into
ground again.
coke a cola
acid levels
otherwise known as
pond-scum
is
softness
green velvet.
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Descaling
Hassle free

cheap

An overnight lemon cut into
The cliffs of Dover
Here the water is
Hardly worth your time
Vera Lynn.
Humming while it
Hums it
Hums
It
Did you
Unplug it first.
Enough to write your name on a blackboard
Thick and viscus cleaning
Compact or
Flaking.
Definitely flaking. Soft
Crumbles hum. Witches hum for their tea with
A squeeze of lemon and
Vinegar solution.
Where is the plastic
Filament
The plastic doodad
We’ll meet again.
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Disruption Four
Buried down typically
if not for the smell.
Rotting

sweet animals

embalm
keen sense of a
paw.
No one wants
a

fox grandmother.
A practice of

rot is

encouraged.
Peck and
people

snuffle

like

do.

plastic coffins

invented by

ashes and camomile flowers.

A warm smell hangs thickly.
An earthy aid
Pick back from the path

for sleep.
as to avoid knocks.
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Lionel Lukin Rusted
Formby, Lancashire, 1777
Disaster inspired
A Norwegian yawl
named adventure.
Wire wool
Stuffed violently
into a
False iron keel
During storms. Men from the castle
Covert a
coble in
The presence of oxygen.
Topside down the
Adventure’s crew drowned,
A
combustible reaction
Left in contact.
Cork steel a
Very common compound,
Was patented 2nd of November 1785.
The safety of the boat
Self-rights on
Horseback to
Save the crew,
Corrodes using
The River Thames.
Iron oxide (fe203)
Cased with cork creates a flame
9 years
long
Similar to fire but
Changed
entirely.
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From Cut-out
Bambi

Caroline Harris
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Cut-out Bambi
Caroline Harris, 2020
A6 landscape format bookwork, limited edition of up to 20 (made on demand)
Five folded leaves (20 uncut pages), printed with poem text and video stills with
deer excised; bound into silver mirror film-covered cartridge paper with inkjetprinted deer silhouette; linen thread stab-binding; inside covers with black-andwhite close-up detail of deer hide.
Cut-out Bambi brings together two manifestations of cuteness: a “translation” of
scenes from the Disney film Bambi, constructed from notes I took while watching
the film for the first time, and screen shots from YouTube videos of deer and
fawns in urban or suburban locations. I am interested in exploring the collision
between “cute” images of deer in mass media and the erasure of deer by humans,
not only through hunting, but also planned, conservation-driven culling and
random “drive-by” killing by vehicles. It may sound strange, but when I was
cutting out the deer from the printed images with a scalpel, it did feel like an
act of violence. (Interestingly, readers have “awwwed” over the cut-out shapes as
they might over an actual deer image – in particular with the fawn in the bathtub.)
Cut-out Bambi also engages with ideas about anthropocentrism and Donna
Haraway’s concept of the “animal mirror”, and how it might be possible to
decentre, disrupt and destabilise the human gaze and its reflection. The Bambi:
Marginalised poems are taken from the peripheral text of Cut-out Bambi.
Images: Caroline Harris and Ethan Wilson.
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Bambi: Marginalised
SCENE
doesn’t
tangled
animals
butterfly

tentative
cartoon
yellow
naming

curled
falls
spraying
and
/
p

rain
rain
dawn
raindrops
k
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SCENE
we’re
deer
danger
to
s
on

only
then
trees
shadowed
e
lookout

the
it’s
conversation
/

says
make
another
log
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SCENE
Heads
mother”
the
cries
/
great
violin

hungry
quick
Bambi
tunnel
/
solo

/
smoke

/
dogs
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SCENE
/
a
“it
Into
Fall
Sides

/
t
deeper
birds
all
/

Bambi
f

he
s
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A Generalized
Theory of
Capture Against
its Weight in
Gold

Cassandra Troyan
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When the earth observes its own circumference
from an Apple watch
7 billion glistening sores
that is world historical
that is the last grinning catch phrase of
a century where buildings
allow you to come inside
but you’re never allowed to leave
to be against sentiment
to be against feeling
do you hate yourself
or stand up for what you believe?
No more excuses for the pleasures of
everyday life
because from now on
these fucks are given elsewhere
I don’t mind
when what we take is free
yet these hills are your hills
undiscoverable
now becomes the horizon of
a collective reckoning
spilling out to match
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hammers ready
stripping locks, fences, doors, and keys
and oh my god I’m

so wet

like a specter of appearance
have you fucked a ghost before?
No I mean an angel
you should try it sometime
make yourself free to the possibility
an endlessly opening hole
a hopeless falling
the dialect
oh my god I’m about to come
and the dialect
your bowels are open
pour the body out
in dialectic refusal
oh my god bury us now
before it’s too late
before the dogs get you
and the blood boils over
until
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Until the city is a crater
a pit of insects
we dismantle the easiest tendencies
tear up the bed sheets
touch the fog
get obliterated as we
we crawl

through our backyards

the sewers

ditches and drainage

looking for each other
we

we change into different organisms

we carve ourselves

new limbs

our hair retreating in matted clumps
ripping at the scalp testing skulls
scratch out our fingerprints
burn all documents and official papers
fake our deaths
we

we hate to be precious but

we know we’re better off dead
by the best means of this irresolute sky
this is fucking embarrassing
let’s try another recipe
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On another world
we mean on another planet
nevermind

there is only one

in a subtle frame
we we can see a separate
holding pattern
you trace with saliva
and gentle throats
I want to take you in my mouth
and hold you there
what would it be like
to know your body in this way
but nothing can be said
as the reality of the violence we’ve
already lived through
replicates a more profound shape
than the absence of our lives could take
distended into a
a thousand directions

a detonated gun

to taste that chance
what it might mean
it feels full of possibility curiosity
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to not say goodbye
I’m sorry I got lost again
what I meant to say is that
we went to such great lengths
when we killed the institution of the city
we we

made a new name for ourselves

hollowed out a selfish architecture
equal to the absolute value of a body
which does not exist
so they had to make it holy

The body a wreckage of empire
along with every wasted chance to slit
a colonizer’s throat
as if there was only one
as the fields burn down around you
cotton, banana, sugar, tobacco, rubber, cocoa
the loss of crop the sacrifice for
the wills of what
can’t be so easily killed

The gallows a wreckage of empire
the colonizer kills the guard
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(Burn!, dir. Gillo Pontecorvo)

to sneak through the back gate
to the tent you’re kept in
they have you tied to a post
set to be executed in the morning
by hanging
you’re cut free but refuse this
false freedom
they made their calculations
but were not prepared for the locusts

The museum a wreckage of empire
an institutional embarrassment
of criminal cartography
your bowels open and release
a golden egg
the exploded dust in your hair
the blood on your hands
necklace on a headless bust
no one says anything about the painting
in order to kill allegory
we had to

poison

the whole idea
of the city
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timber, aluminum, coal, gold, iron, copper
I keep trying to write
outside of your body
but I’m not able to
“Nothing comes without its world”

(María Puig de la Bellacasa)

nothing beyond the social contract
and a society of extractive errors
this is the topology of the object
without apology

it’s hard

to imagine how to go on
living on the crust of the earth
a dead hull
oh my god I’m too late
until you feel the wind
on your face
from the wings of a moth
as she lands on you to lay her eggs
how can this survive
technologies of the commodity (Rock Repo, The
Underground Division)

once have they mastered
the growth of gold
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Sightlines:
Disrupting the
Nature Narrative

Karen Jane Cannon
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Bobbing hedgerows line the lane. It's single track, narrow. Suddenly, tarmac
crumbles to shingle and before you, the flat belly of sea edged by a little beach—
low evening sun casts a trail of silver all the way to the Isle of Wight, the hazy
low-slung silhouette across the Solent. A strong westerly catches my hair and tears
it from my face. Black mud turning to saltmarsh. Quick piping calls of
oystercatchers, nearly drowned out by two Wightlink ferries, blowing low funnel
moans.
This secluded rocky beach sits on the edge of the New Forest National
Park. It has a rugged wildness, the gentle lung of tide, the sudden splash of a
seabird. The New Forest has forty miles of coastline, stretching along the south of
the forest from Barton on Sea, right up to Southampton Water. Much of this
coastline is designated as a Special Area of Conservation. This beach was one of
the first places I came to after cataract surgery. I have a progressive eye condition,
Retinitis Pigmentosa, of which cataracts can be symptomatic. Over several years
my vision grew increasingly cloudy, in bright sunlight rendering me almost blind.
The removal of these cataracts carried severe risk of further sight loss. The first
detail I noticed after surgery was the fluttering of birds’ wings. And the
wildflowers—wood anemones, bluebells, hawthorn blossom—where before there
had been nothing. That first spring really felt like the first spring—the forest
frothing with flowers, garlanded for the festival of returning light. The world
started to fill in—the surface of the New Forest Pond I walk around was suddenly
full of pink waterlilies and irises. I have relearnt how to look—while I can—at the
natural world.
This beach is fragile, an important threatened habitat for so many
coastal birds—overwintering brent geese, wigeon, dunlins, redshanks and curlews,
and in summer, shingle and saltmarshes provide nesting habitat for gulls, terns,
ringed plovers and lapwings.
Standing here, I can see along the coastline, the way the land drops and
rises, juts out, disappears. I am on the soft edge of England, the boundary that
makes Britain the shape it is on a map, its littoral space. How has its shape
changed since early cartographers first committed these curves of land to paper? It
looks so vulnerable, that narrow sacred division of land and water. I think about
fragility as I walk. My eyesight remains vulnerable to future erosion, which
ultimately only science can limit.
Walking along shore, I cross a wooden bridge an emptying creek. I found guided walk
beach, a route navigated by natural landmarks—two fallen scots pine twisted
an arch, ‘duck
r and continue for two minutes’—distance marked vague approximations.

Like many of the UK’s national parks, the New Forest is vulnerable to chronic
environmental degradation. Development, tourism, pollution and climate change
are a few of the threats it faces. Anglo-Saxon writers used the word ‘deorfrith’ to
describe it, which translates as ‘peace for the animals.’ The New Forest comprises
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132,000 acres, of which 93,000 is crown land, managed by Forestry England.
Annually, areas of gorse and heather are control-burnt to promote new growth for
livestock. Bracken cleared to allow for bird breeding programmes. For centuries,
commoners have used ancient rights to collect natural resources—estovers, turbary
marl, gorse and bracken for livestock feed and bedding. Although the New Forest
looks wild, it is a managed environment.
This beach, in contrast, feels natural, dynamic and evolving. It
reshapes constantly with each tide. But rising sea levels and increased storm
conditions render the natural coastal defences exposed. The New Forest District
council estimates that by 2050, most of the Solent’s saltmarshes will be lost.
Natural flood defences—shingle, mudflats, and saltmarsh—absorb wave energy,
reducing impact on shorelines, but long term it may not be possible to defend land
from continuous flooding or erosion. I think of the Valentine storm of 2014 when
diners were rescued from a coastal restaurant at Milford-on-Sea by the army after
waves breached defences, smashing through glass windows and flooding the
dining area. Pebbles became missiles. Diners waded out wearing carrier bags over
their shoes to protect them from broken glass. The storm destroyed part of the
coastal path, damage that went unrepaired for many years. We now constantly
wonder what is natural or man-made.
Much of our relationship with the natural world is based around sight
and our visual perception. When we close our eyes, the world around us vanishes.
What is left of the landscape—the cry of a bird, the pulse of tide—are sound
fractures that give very little sense of the whole. There are many similarities
between sight loss and environmental loss. As the whole gets destroyed, nature
recedes into tiny pockets, fractures that also do not make sense of the whole. The
world is damaged, disabled, struggling. We can no longer afford to respond to the
idea of the world as ‘perfect’ from perspectives of ‘perfection’.
If sight is habitat it could offer a way of making sense of our
diminishing world. Throughout literature there has been the trope of sight loss as
vision. In Greek mythology blindness was often a punishment inflicted by the
gods and compensated by artistic genius. In Judeo-Christian literature blindness
was a flaw that only God’s manifest love could cure (Wikipedia, 2020). Tiresias,
the blind prophet of Apollo in Thebes was renowned for his clairvoyance and
inspired works by Tennyson, Eliot, Pound, Woolf and countless more. Sight loss is
transcended by knowledge. For me, this is a tired metaphor. Sight loss is not a gift,
curse, or challenge to rise above—these perspectives come from a position of
privilege. Most of the depictions of blindness we are familiar with were written by
the sighted. Sight loss is something that shapes every aspect of my life, especially
my relationship with the natural world, but not negatively. Less able-bodied nature
writers are not seeking to overcome or come to terms with their disability—as a
recent blogpost by nature writer and disability activist Helen Jones has it, instead
we look ‘to ground oneself in the world, to know and feel part of nature’ (Jones,
2019).
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I grew up on the south coast of England, at the foot of the South
Downs, those chalk uplifts that shouldered the town where I lived, a constant
white scarred presence in the landscape. But the 1980s was a time of fierce
development, the land constantly carved up into housing, new road systems and
industrial estates, wildness pushed back or isolated into pockets—ancient down
grassland and copses of woods replaced by tarmac and brick. This loss is very
identifiable with sight loss—great swathes of vision disappearing, unreturnable.
Perhaps seeing the world dissolving around me connected somehow to my own
fear of sight loss, gave me an early understanding of how final these changes will
be. Am I drawn to fragile landscapes because of sight loss, my life mapped into
sensitive and vulnerable places? It is possible I seek out fragility in landscape
because I understand its loss more deeply. It is my vulnerability I see in this beach
and the heaths and forests, the loss of my own precious habitat of sight.
Olivia Laing writing in On the River (Laing, 2020) becomes frustrated
by sight limitation. Not her own sight, but the limitations of human sight.
Compared to our 20:20 vision, a sparrowhawk’s is 20:5— ‘There’s not a needle in
the haystack that could escape its gaze’ (Ibid.). However hard we look, we cannot
see everything we want to. Laing writes of the anger of hearing birds, but not
being able to see them despite her own sharp vision, ‘I did not see so much as a
blue tit. I need the ointment Cherry of Zennor had stolen. If the doors of
perception were cleansed, then everything would be seen as it is’ (Ibid.). Sight is
layered. Light often equates to knowledge. Kathleen Jamie writes in Findings
(Jamie, 2005), ‘For five thousand years we have used darkness as the metaphor of
our mortality’ (Ibid.). In Christian burials bodies face the light, representing Jamie
suggests, a reluctance to let go. Neolithic burials in contrast favour a foetal
position, a return to the dark of creation, ‘When we died, they sent a beam of
midwinter light in among our bones. What a tender, potent gesture’ (Ibid.) Robert
MacFarlane in Underland (Macfarlane, 2019) writes of how acute visual
perception becomes after emerging from the darkness of old mining works, the
world shockingly full of vibrancy and texture. Seeing is as fluid as perception.
Today the sky is a pastel blue, the air soft and hazy with pollen. Two children crouch over a
rockpool, digging with little spades. A white triangle of sail far out. White dog roses ruffle under
the shelter of an oak. Is beauty only visual? I shut my eyes. The wind pummels my face, beneath
that the chafing tide, the taste of salt, the smell of slimy gutweed and oozy black mud. It is
sensual, a surrendering to the elements. A beach is a sensory experience. And it’s still here.
With my eyes tightly shut. Even when I am at home, it is the natural world that breaks into my
space—snippets of sound—the weather and birds giving aural clues as to the changing seasons.
Not even plastic double glazing can seal out the exterior. There will always be weather and
birds. The interior is silent. For someone visually impaired, it is the natural world that offers
more opportunity of connection. This sounds counter-intuitive. We are predisposed of thinking
sight loss as interior.
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Nature writing evokes a landscape for readers unable to see it. But are we being
told what to see and how we see it? Are we told what to value? Nature writing
comes with the assumption that all vision is the same. But when we look at a view,
we are not all seeing the same picture, the same colours, the fine detail, the same
depth of perception, the light and shadow. Our background, beliefs or mood could
dictate the way we see colour. Is it possible to see the same scene as someone else,
and how does white privilege frame its contours? Ask two poets to write the same
landscape and what they create will be totally different, possibly unrecognisable.
Vision is private, solitary. ‘Is the tree that I’m seeing in my garden the idea of that
tree or the real tree?’ (Wulf, 2016) quotes Andrea Wulf in The Invention of
Nature. To philosophers like Kant, ‘Humans were like citizens of two worlds,
occupying both the world of Ding an sich (the thing-in-itself) which was the
eternal world, and the world of one’s perception (how things ‘appeared’ to
individuals)’ (Ibid.). These ideas were developed further by Goethe in his theories
of colour perception, ‘The senses do not deceive, it is judgement that deceives’
(Ibid.) In H is for Hawk (Macdonald, 2016), Helen Macdonald notes how
perception alters with mood, how as the depression, caused by her father’s death
lifted, the world filled with colour and renewed beauty. Perception is fluid.
Alexander von Humboldt wrote of the effects of nature on the imagination (Wulf,
2016)—essentially, how nature could influence the thoughts of the individual. A
writer cannot tell someone else what they see. Only what they see, with all the
baggage attached to that view.
We are told how to experience landscape. Sight loss challenges this. A
nature writer goes to great lengths to describe what he sees, but the reader creates
their own vision, a reimagining of that landscape, influenced by their own
reasoning. Sometimes I have found the written landscape more alluring than the
original—sometimes reality does not outlive the transformative power of a poem.
A poem may be its own landscape.
Jeremy Hooker describes poetry as ‘an art of seeing, an art by which,
in my blindness, I learn to see’ (The Poetry Archive, 2020) Imagine sight loss as
experimental poetry. Sight loss as redaction. Lines fractured, isolated on the page,
a disruption of the whole. Marchella Durand, in her essay ‘The Ecology of Poetry’
(Durand, 2002), advocates experimental form—often seen as urban, interior—as
representative of the destruction of the natural world—poetry that considers
ecological processes as well as ecological concerns. Ecological poetry, she writes,
‘recycles materials, functions with an intense awareness of space, seeks an
equality of value between all living things, explores multiple perspectives as an
attempt to subvert the dominant paradigms of mono-perception, consumption and
hierarchy […]’ (p. 59). The Ground Aslant, edited by Harriet Tarlo, offers a
radical reimagining of landscape, one of fissure and the spatial awareness
advocated by Durand. Imagine if all you could see were fractures, fissures of sight
wide as crevasses—you would understand first-hand the devastation of
environmental loss and the value of its protection.
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Sight loss is an individual experience. For me, my peripheral vision will decrease
over time, like this little beach, it will no longer exist in any meaningful sense.
Others see splinters of light fragments, the whole visible through cracks. Others
see only light or dark. Imagine a narrative of splinters, unconnected fragments, a
new dynamic voice for nature writing. An aural nature writing of darkness or light.
Nature is no longer a continuous story. We need to learn to interpret the natural
world through the gaps we have, those slivers show us the value of the whole,
even if it is no longer in view.
Non-fiction nature writing as a genre is extremely physical. Walking,
cycling, running, climbing, swimming and potholing are some of the ways nature
writers navigate their landscapes. From ancient pathways to whole coastal routes,
the reader experiences an often-incredible journey across rough terrain with the
author tirelessly striding forward. Whether it’s Dorothy Wordsworth hillwalking
the Lakes, or Nan Shepherd climbing the Cairngorms, or Robert MacFarlane’s
tireless miles following the South Downs Way, or Roger Deakin’s intrepid wild
swimming, strenuous activity seems to be an essential component of wayfinding
the written landscape. The ‘Walking poets’ Wordsworth and Coleridge felt that
‘they were part of nature, searching for the unity within, but also between man and
his environment’ (Wulf, 2016). Coleridge favoured the ‘uneven paths and tangled
woods.’ Walking becomes a part of process. Knowledge of nature equates to
moving across it. But by only moving across the landscape we may run the risk of
remaining only visitors. The roots of the physicality of nature writing perhaps lie
in the works of Humboldt, who published Views of Nature in 1804, the first mass
produced nature book combining both scientific detail and descriptive passages of
prose, a book which inspired writers and scientists such as Thoreau, Emerson and
Darwin.
But it is not always physically possible to move freely across the
landscape. In the blogpost, ‘The Wilderness Ideal, nature writing and disability,’
Helen Jones considers the ‘right shape’ for nature writing, suggesting ‘there is a
hierarchy of moral superiority with the wilderness ideal at the pinnacle of the
mountain and disabled bodies at the base’ (Jones, 2019). Nature writing often
requires taking physical risk. Sarah Jaquette Ray, in her essay, ‘Risking Bodies in
the Wild’ (Ray, 2017) asks, ‘If getting close to nature is about risking the body in
the wild, what kind of environmental ethic is available to the disabled body? How
did corporeal risk become an environmentalist practise in the first place’ (p. 29)?
Certainly, the assumption that ‘the fit body is, figuratively and literally, external
evidence of internal qualities’ (p. 34) draws, as Ray suggests, on the relationship
between social Darwinism and environmentalism.
The ‘ideal’ nature writer abandons technology, writes with pencil and
paper, seeks a return to a natural state as Helen Jones notes. Sleeping tentless,
tucked into sandy hollows, with only an apple for breakfast. It sounds idyllic. But
problematic. How natural is nature? No part of the earth is unaffected by human
activity. This idealised return to the natural strikes me as naivety, a harking back
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to a golden age that only exists in human consciousness. Nature writers must also
take photos and check for phone signals. I write first drafts on the notes app on my
iPhone. It seems like a shocking admission. Does this invalidate my work? Milton
used scribes to record his poetry. We need to disrupt the belief that there is only
one way of writing nature.
Nature is often inaccessible. The easiest routes are tourist routes.
Writers less able-bodied are restricted to walking on the margins, the flattened, the
sanitised paths. Imagine the frustration of seeing a track winding into the distance
and not being able to follow it. Having the urge to lay your treads on wild soil, to
explore those places untouched by human foot, but being forced to seek out the
tame, the landscaped, least wild route. Imagine following a map you struggle to
read. Does sight loss exclude me from the wild or alienate me? In the wild an
animal with sight loss would likely perish. But if the landscape were more
accessible, it would apparently no longer be natural.
How we move through landscape is dependent on many things. Our
physicality—height, age, mobility—our cultural heritage, expertise and politics
will all shape the way we interact with the natural world and how we view it. A
naturalist may spot a rare moss, an environmentalist may consider the effect of the
waves on sea defences, a refugee may feel a huge sense of distance and alienation.
Someone with mobility or emotional issues may not be able to leave the car. Being
physically close to the land does not guarantee closeness and being far from the
land does not equal distance. It is our response to landscape that is significant.
With a visual impairment, I am unlikely to be alone in a landscape; there will
always be a human presence shadowing me. I can never be truly wild. But we
cannot trust that any writer is totally alone, that there isn’t a silent shadow moving
up the river or a second pair of boots marching up the Icknield way. William
Wordsworth wrote ‘I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud’ while out walking with his
sister Dorothy (May, 2020), who memorably documented the same daffodils.
Discussing the landscape with another person can be enriching, creating a
dialogue, an exchange of sensory stimuli, a double take of the places we walk.
Why is nature writing presented as singular experience?
Crunching over shingle and slippery foreshore, up steps cut into bank, to a wooden bench in
memory of Francis Arnold-Brown, a ship's surgeon. On a dull brass plaque, the words: The ruler
of the waves, and underneath, a second brighter plaque sits in memory of his son: The waver of
the rules. This second plaque gives a profound sense of mortality, a chosen destiny. The coast is
where we expand our horizons or are made to stop and look back, and a place to lay our ghosts.
I sit and look. What will be left of this landscape when my sight finally fails me? Last winter,
two semi-feral donkeys picked their way over to this bench and pressed themselves gently
against my legs. It is not permitted to touch the livestock of the New Forest, but I enjoyed the
warmth that came from them. We exchanged small comforts, shared heat on a bleak day. What
would these creatures mean to someone blind, denied the sense of touch? A sense of
echolocation? The scent of their bodies? The sweetness of their exhaled breath? Not being
allowed to touch is reminiscent of Thomas Wyatt’s Whoso List to Hunt, ‘There is written, her
fair neck round about:/Noli me tangere, for Caesar's I am,/And wild for to hold, though I seem
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tame’ (The Poetry Foundation, 2020) —the deer you cannot catch, the unrequited touch of a
fellow being, the need that you cannot quite let go of. These donkeys are not tame, nor are they
wild, they exist in both worlds and overfamiliarity with people blurs these boundaries further.
Donkeys are immoveable in the landscape, heads bowed like mourners, eyes dusted with pale
ash. Once I saw an ambulance with flashing blue lights stop on the Beaulieu road, to let a
donkey foal finish suckling.

Disrupting the nature narrative could create new, distinctive journeys that lead the
reader into landscape, not over it. Kathleen Jamie observes, ‘Waiting to be
discovered is a wildness which is smaller, darker, more complex and interesting,
not a place to stride over but a force requiring constant negotiation’ (Jamie, 2005).
And not just non-fiction. Polly Atkin writes that ‘As ecopoetics has become
established, certain practices and expectations of ecopoetic processes and content
have become established. These predominantly presuppose abled-bodied
practitioners, who can conduct energetic fieldwork and outdoor workshops,
focusing on walking, running or swimming as both poetic process and means of
connection with the wider ecosystem’ (Atkin, 2019). Now is the time for a new
nature voice, one that aligns with our disabled world and is most able to
understand and represent it.
Back this little —walking west towards Lymington forest and shore muddle encroach
their own boundaries slippery tangle of branches
root
not a path anymore. Sea asters
spot turfy banks, sea thrift straggle the shore. low tide ponies slip from forest to graze
salted grass. In spring, foals, tufty tails wagging, suckle milk of yellow gorse and heather
bells. winter, life is harsh livestock. When the sun comes out, the animals exploit angle of
its rays.
The beach is secluded, off the tourist trail, but it is not empty. Seal-skinned windsurfers unload
on the little lane, sails slapping tarmac like flukes. Striped windbreaks huddles
families
smell of BBQ coals burgers. Last November, a vehicle
stranded in the saltmarsh late at
night, swerving avoid a badger grubbing along the
The couple waited on the roof
emergency crews.

I advocate a nature narrative of connectivity, a writing of between the cracks, a
sensory exploration of landscape, a hunkering down, a being part of instead of
moving through. It is our preconceptions that limit less able-bodied writers, not
nature itself. The boundaries we place around the natural world are movable, they
do not dig deep into the soil. Robin Wall Kimmerer writes in Braiding Sweetgrass
(Kimmerer, 2015), that to become naturalised into the landscape, it is important to
think not as a colonist, but as a settler. Kimmerer’s writing offers an alternative
way of thinking and writing about landscape—a movement of thought, instead of
the feet. A learning and gathering, a looking down, not ahead. A narrative of
belonging. Helen Macdonald reiterates this—after months traipsing the
Cambridgeshire countryside training her goshawk, Macdonald becomes part of the
landscape itself. She is no longer a visitor, but home. By regarding the natural
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world as a resource, constantly moving across the landscape seeking out new
wildernesses for new books, perhaps we are unwittingly creating our own
environmental degradation, raising ethical questions of personal responsibility. If
we increase the footfall of our most vulnerable wild places, they will no longer
remain wild.
By disrupting the narrative of nature writing it become more inclusive
as a genre. And able-bodied readers need to disrupt their preconceptions and
become more inclusive too. We must stop being colonists and become native,
readjust our sense of who is looking and how they look.
Sight can return. If only briefly. Like Persephone coming out of
darkness into spring, or a potholer emerging from deep inside the earth, I am
blinking at the light, seeing colours dance across my retinas. I have seen the world
with new eyes. And the Covid-19 lockdown has showed too how quickly nature
starts to repair itself, how the gaps start to fill in. How easy it has been to open up
that sac of sky, scrape out pollution, and leave behind a bright new lens to see the
world through.
T day the sea is at half-tide, gently caressing the sh re. Small r ckp ls bec me mirr rs f sky.
Silence, except f r the b ts f walkers n deep shingle. The evening sun is citrine, watery. Trees are
knuckle-j ints, limbs twisting away fr m prevailing winds, a little r wing b at tugs at its m ring.
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Plim
The bog was weepy;
they pulled bog cotton up from the quicks
and/or down to the quicks
all across weather happened
in its own time, fucking and falling
mites scrammed granite flats
in the testy light
all across the bog diddered
spent itself
into itself
wetly.

plim - to swell with moisture
weepy - rife with springs
to didder - quiver of bog as a walker approaches
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Inconsolable Green
Green the touched wood –
pods, tongues,
soft green explosions.
Green the hood, the egg, the gut –
an old eye,
green the pelt, green the snails,
green the weed between the words,
green the green sidle to heaven
(ear to the hide, hearts stowed)
*
Green the mall –
every cocked finger,
green wiped down the sides and in the cubicles
harkening, kneeling *
Greenly we come the truth to green,
looped breath, perpetual singing Nothing but the gumming green,
up through the teeth
green bells beckoning –
Still green, polar green, some sick uprising,
sap, ichor, courage

unbiddable ghyll

*
Dearest green, inconsolable green,
contrails spinning lime and mint-green light
green the crooning

croon the thrown song, now —
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Carcase
Sometimes I am so hungry
I take the breast of the grass in my mouth
I am forever
newborn & the world answers the world is a soft breast
streaming milk through my wounds & I’m wet creamy and diffuse.
I taste the breast of the field
& drink until I am blind
until I can only swallow & breathe & swallow. My skin is spread the most beautiful quilt
& grass perforates my edges like stitchwort.
The rain comes through, the grasses rise in trust
& everything hollers & seeds & shoots, so
why the sorrow?
The milk is always streaming –

‘I imagine myself with the breast of the grass in my mouth’ is taken from Tim Lilburn Living In
The World As If It Were Home (England: Xylem Books, 2019).
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Orbital Reveries

Richard Carter
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Lockdown Ode:
A Planetary
Testimony

Robert Hampson
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I.
eventually it will all even out
sure you can’t actually feel
a whole lot happier beforehand
incomplete information doesn’t help
now we are all like brothers
it’s 3.a.m. in Berlin
& the band strikes up ‘Big City Nights’
cultural subversion c/o the CIA
the year of the singing winds
is that what you want?
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II.

indifference
this is the second life
this is a social media PR task
martian clouds & dust-storms
& no magnetic field to protect us from radiation
she paints his portrait, joking that life
is not a matter of penis-size
much has remained hot & gorgeous
like edicts by tweet from his reptile brain
we were not assured by the first close-up
it revealed a dead world – no trace of joy
just a robot rover called Indifference
it’s hard to be sure, maybe we ARE all Martians
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III.

curiosity
the robot detects (tweet) a degradation
of the infrastructure how we phrase sentences
as victims or victors for observers in Beijing
things are being done around us (tweet)
opportunities pass: you get tired of missions
you think: why bother?
there’s poverty on Mars & lavish
handclapping as heroes die
without the right equipment
perhaps life does mean wearing bin-bags?
we lie awake worrying
only to be sold the same steroid regime
huddled over in my anniversary t-shirt
studying the uncertain map of the planet
as a private-equity acquisition
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IV.

emotional well-being
just hop into the next crafted confection
cold war history matters, nuclear arsenals,
rip-tides of mental confusion from duff intelligence
‘well-being trumps love’ says Beavers
eagles & pine-martens return as rewilding
the new autobiography of the species
a practical manifesto for a healthy building
she has her own butterfly, he is the
white stork re-introduced into West Sussex
he has a good deal, she loves elk –
so marriages go like other number games
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V.

perseverance
no matter, if you keep thinking correctly
these are the seeds of resistance
be prepared for direction (for decades to come)
& no way of leaving or making peace
the fetch rover will collect soil samples
this may be its greatest gift
the ability to lift those
bad beats that life throws
how can I craft a table, or blast it?
how did I make such a great deal
go wrong, the sheer weight of data
he should have vetoed it, the writing
already on the wall, coronavirus exercising
this mid-march marriage
in mid-stride after he dug his heels in
one talks about the need to sit on the fence
the next is calling reject
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VI.
if you are a model husband, so much better
she had had a political upbringing
he wasn’t one to show charm & fun
slipped more quickly than a metal bed-frame
seas & lakes have been turned on
for the start-up he joined on Mars
who would want a freelance-writer’s income?
the robot has been diagnosed with bizarre bristles
no-one knows what it is
the Head of the Atmospheric Services thinks
nothing is quite so cynical
as a flypast during lockdown
now she’s upset with mathematical elegance
to be in the world we share
hers is a game of complete good looks
he would like to have influence over the Earth
I can guess with confidence
she is in it to win
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VII. a picture of two lives (by Anthony Fauci)
he’s speaking for the right & he’s not
hostile to science on his previous planet
all the core was molten & disinfectant
could be injected like a magnetic field
to protect against radiation
however life evolves, it all happens
after the fact & the Department probes
to close down knowledge of what it did
on return to Earth, everything that is
proves to be the case, no-one knows
what to do next, it’s usually a chance
to find life on Mars, to land a craft,
zap rocks with an ultra-violet laser,
& find lost Americans – or nothing
if you have money, the photographer said,
who wants to see you party as a ghost?
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U(n)CiViLiZiNG

Sascha Akhtar
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They is Gender
Diverse
(Caladenia
Nothofageti)

Gail Ingram
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This is what they knows: They can be confused with Lily, who lives in the
vicinity. They is prized for their elegance, but they is uncomfortable with the
praise. They has distinct features and cultural needs that sets them apart in their
development. They belongs to a vast family, one of the largest groups on Earth,
only, they doesn’t feel it.
Further:
They is from one of several kinds. They is the kind that hides in high places on the
edge of a beech forest. Still, they is on shaky ground.
They is different from their family. Look at Spider. Look at Epi. Epiphyte clasps
onto much larger orders, like Tree. Spider is slender and burgeons from their tips.
Not Caladenia Nothofageti. Not they. They grows from Underground. Their slim
white fingers enquire upwards, outwards.
Sometimes they is found out. Ground trembles under the feet of Homo Sapiens.
Homo Sapiens stares because they does not have long stamens like Lily – Lily,
who has been Lionel all along. What sets they apart from Lionel is their labellum,
or lip, which is uniquely shaped. Homo Sapiens admires their cup – it is an
exquisite cup. They feels uncomfortable at the staring. Though they does not
regret their cup. Homo Sapiens ignores their male column in the centre of their
flower, maybe because their parts are small, or maybe because Homo Sapiens is
blind to some things. Homo Sapiens stares because they is different. Nothofageti
has a cup and a column. They is highly evolved.
They needs soft air. They thrives out of the spotlight, out of reach. After Homo
Sapiens, they most needs protection from Sun. Sun’s glare hurts. They puts down
roots in loose media. They writes their own story.
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Two Poems

Maria Sledmere
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Croquet Not Available
fuck lawns forever
it’s star stuff, stupid!
…
knew all along: to cultivate acres
with the substance abuse of an otherwise husbandry, losing our day job
gratitude for literature
is very satellite
not a single hedgehog
kink in the fence
to think about the absolute
coronation of networks, shaving topsoil
glabrous in menopausal acts of protest
plucking daisies
for eyelash (
hello, are birdfeeder?
)
I wish the milkman would deliver my milk in the hell gloam of subsidy
feels like waste to me
a communal split
into semi-detachments of pop hook across europe:
clicking to visit, stalks of us, say I’m not against cities
but they should commission orchards for every mall
but they should acknowledge the lily-grown womb of a centre
but they should let the wolf live …
like saving mowing costs at verge
of financial services (less sap)
so close
so close am I
sex between houses
which world you want to live outside of
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give meadowsweet a sward of young alder and community service
we aren’t gold but grouse are sometimes, just let them
vague in flow,
sad to hear donut emoji economics nibbled by lambs
down the ad infinitum, solid, steal us from zoonotic
pastoral
don’t shoot!
I like to watch gameplays at sunset drift into us
but this is taking the heaviest
to let die
stars at the back of our irises, lightly
…
the seedlings writ themselves out of winter
not the same as sugar stash, economic growling, what we shot at
green and smilingly chemical the wind goes
same as it ever was (to live)
picking up
turf of fruit
just picking
late anthropocene still life: dogflowers thru litter alight
at left lemonade stand
I can feel inside me the unborn being of the
(
violet beetle afloat in regional cider,
in quiet coils of spring
…it’s violence

)

lots of hey

where you are but what am I?
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Laminaria
The familiar dims: holdfast is landscaped
to resemble a genuine bodice of leaf
however you see it,
my longing is sore. Beautiful afternoons
make light of the country. We launch
a tacit heart
by paste of link.
Such streams are released from me,
boiled as iodine
the conflict of property. Feels nice
to search for nutrition together
in the endlessness of Cisco.
My ambient heart, that I had not
cut my lungs
on the virtual Atlantic, that I had
cold water, kelps, a thyroid ambition
to overcome distancing. Haptera
formed of the medio-littoral,
my liver is a wave exposure.
Colours are small now
in the hypergrass of
this commons we haven’t.
Small dips of capital.
The necessary clarity of water,
our pale innovation of rainfall.
Fake is better,
back to index.
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Selected Work

Christina Riley
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The Beach Today

130

Barassie
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Curlew

Roses
Looking out of the corner window, the sea is cut in half. The sun may be out of
sight but I know that it’s setting — it’s that time of day. Again. Walls and
cabinets, a clinking washing machine, hobs, a refrigerator and family members on
the sofa slot down in between us like a stage set. Back here tucked into the wings,
I can float through them all like a ghost to watch as it slowly tucks itself in behind
Arran. With its last gasps of warmth the sunlight slices into my window and
saturates the air around me arousing a craving for ripe nectarines, and the rays
relay a message from the sun. They tell it’s time to get off the internet and stand
up, for the first time in however long.
The room I’m in isn’t my own. I came to the coast to visit family just a
few days before lockdown, unsure when I might get the chance again, and as the
news unfolded its crooked wings I decided that it would be safer just to stay put.
That was four months ago. Since then I’ve watched the sun crawl further along
Arran every evening, bouncing along Goat Fell like the ball over karaoke lyrics
waiting for the next line.
From the moment I wake up in the guest room with the sun in my eyes
and, despite all (admittedly half hearted) efforts, unidentified birdsong in my ears,
time pulls and stretches and sags through space until it misshapes itself into utter
irrelevance. Every day the ripening sun hauls itself up across the sky, up and up
and up, slowing breathlessly to an almost complete stop around 11.30am when it
drags itself up to the zenith huffing and puffing like the Little Engine That Could,
before sliding double speed down the other side.
I see a meme on Twitter: “Study finds it’s 4pm most of the time”, and laugh out
loud, to no one.
At a time when it’s so easy, even expected, to feel powerless, there’s a certain
energy that pulses though previously static air when accepting the triviality of
time; a new superpower sparking at the fingertips. Like when someone first told
me to relax my muscles when I’m cold, and suddenly I could change the weather.
Or to breathe into those muscles when they’re tight, and suddenly I could make
them grow longer. Of course I had no real power to control the environment or my
body, at least not with a single breath, but what I could gain were certain
navigational skills. Not a controlling of elements but a guiding of them. I can’t
make the waves stop crashing but, with a firmer grip of the wheel, it’s possible to
twist and turn a little smoother, to slow things down. To give obstacles a little
more time to be drawn into focus (though not necessarily enough time to steer out
of their way completely).
In my temporary “office”, which consists of a side table pushed against
a corner window and a worn leather armchair in which allows me to lean either
too far forward or too far back, two seagulls soar past the window. Swimming
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through golden light they bathe in a warmth rarely reserved for them. Minute by
minute precious metals melt through the air; silver to yellow to rose. Rose, like the
bushes that used to grow in my gran’s front garden where I’d spend summer
holidays abroad. The house that was the first Scottish house I’d call home when
Scotland first became that to me after seven years on the other side of the Atlantic.
Standing tall in front of pebbledash walls, bouquets of fluorescent pink petals were
big enough to bury my face into and bounced on the breeze at eye level, as bright
as raspberry sauce squeezed straight from the nozzle plunged into a cone of vanilla
ice cream from the van, which we’d leap over the roses to get to as soon as it came
sing-songing around the corner glowing white and orange like a Solero on wheels.
I passed by my gran’s old house last year and the roses were gone; the
new residents lifted them from the soil in favour of a driveway. I understand that
these houses were built before many people could afford cars (a vivid memory
from my childhood is of a family friend driving up in her little red convertible and
taking my sister and I for a drive round the block, one at a time as the number of
seats would allow it. I waved out of the window like a celebrity and wondered if
anyone might ask for my autograph). I understand that now, more people need and
have cars and that this means needing and having more space to keep them in. I
do. Still, I can’t help but lament that cement isn’t very pleasing for the next
generation to smell.
One in three front gardens in the UK have no plants growing in them
(Chalmin-Pui, 2016). There is of course the undeniable fact that gardens
besprinkle our streets with colour and character — brightening neighbourhoods
and forming memories by making each home unique (every neighbourhood has
the house with the gnomes, no?). But crucially, on top of the aesthetic and
emotional benefits of gardens, not to mention physical benefits of tending to
outdoor plants, paving over them with concrete is a concern for the environment
too. It seems obvious to say that less green spaces lead to environmental damage,
but as long as rose bushes continue to be slabbed over it’s a fact that needs to be
repeated, even if it feels like our cries fall on cement laden ears. Hard surfaces like
paved driveways increase the risk of flooding, blocking rain from the porous,
water quenching ground beneath (Royal Horticultural Society, 2015). With less
water able to soak into the earth, more of it pours into drains, a big problem when
we experience extended periods of heavy rainfall becoming more and more
common due to climate change. And for what? What will we tell future
generations when they ask where the roses are? When they pile sandbags at
storefronts to stop the water rushing in again? “Sorry, we needed a place to park
the car”?
Back by the sea the water blushes pink where clouds lay down on its
surface to rest at the end of another day. Continuing on its roll towards the horizon
the sinking sun stains the sky with that same raspberry sauce and I can taste it all
over again, covering my tongue as it slips down over vanilla clouds.
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Out there so much of life floats on unchanged, melting from one day into the next,
adapting. I think about how much we adapt over time, for better or worse. Our
ability to do so is how we’ve gotten this far as a species and it’s the only way we
can continue, however the speed at which we adapt is relative — we have to act
quickly and yet the actions we take will ripple into times we’ll never see. If
humans halted our carbon emissions today it would still take decades for the ocean
to stop warming. The problem with a lot of the changes we need to make is that
they don’t immediately overcome our feelings of powerlessness, and we like to
have control, to navigate and be able to see what lies ahead. It feels unnatural to be
told that the best thing we can do is to do nothing at all. It goes against our desire
to feel unique and special when we discover that we’ll never reap the benefits, or
receive the credit for, the sacrifices that we need to make. But when we slow down
and pay attention, when we begin to move in time with the sea again, we might not
be able to see the changes but we can begin to feel them.
I find some solace in knowing that by staying inside, doing nothing,
lockdown has offered time to, literally, stop and smell the roses again. Pink and
white petals form bowls for bumblebees to roll around in with glee. Daily sunsets
provide evening entertainment and fresh sea air soothes my screen tired head.
With every new week of spring and now summer, a new colour emerges from the
soil and unfolds its petals, another flutters past with crimson wings. Shells of
creatures who have lived full lives beneath the surface wash up, empty, keeping
their stories to themselves. Strange and uncertain as this year may be, before it all
started, even years ago when the bright pink roses in my gran’s garden were still in
bloom, I still couldn’t walk over the sea to meet the sun. The horizon remains the
same, a constant, and the best view of it is seen from exactly where I am,
whenever I stop to look.
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Two Poems
John Regan
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A Sodden Field
What’s a sodden field
a sodden field
a
sodden field? Crisped ribbons of fat in the earth’s
deep honey; tastes like money, fast-congealed.
Water fluting in the gutter, in the
gutter, in the gutter, breaking over
sticks and rocks and itself at record recovery speed, oozing so much fibrous
muscle, slack-brained stones and slack-stoned brains
and pebbles gushing, tight-lifting water.
Here slews the cream by the dam; there couches
sound, mushy, muscle and corpuscles, tight
and rounded, unpeeled, and seldom-found.
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Index
The tree is an index, sap-rich report
easing glut, delivering air to ground
and matter to air. The tree is a perfect
body of our knowing how sap-channels
can voice, full, vexed, our immediary
state, where all immediate access is
to the mediate, can post reports
of the lapsed day in the person, the hour.
The index is working, ventilating
clay, divining oxygen to tally
one medium with another, allow
correspondence of time and matter,
reconciliation of brought and held.
What more can we but what the tree can form;
how fuller drag with flow and pressure sense
force knowing down and between: a language.
The tree index uses a fresh syntax,
for its knowing is a laving sense, a
defter incision, better to, quicker
to express the immediary; make
intelligible our immediate
access, all our access, all it can be.
Air tells earth ‘Go through the index mingling
water with matter; water with matter’
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Artificial
Honeycomb

Astra Papachristodoulou
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Centralia PA

Amanda Hodes
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Index
Canary: When the government ran out of monoxide detectors, people purchased
canaries. Patches of yellow in iron cages. They cast fluted shadows across the
kitchen’s wood panelling.
Carbon Monoxide: Old [
] fell out of bed, and [
] couldn’t wake him.
Drove to Mt. Carmel, resuscitated. The next day, only cicadas thrummed. Not
even the porch-women gossiped.
Gas Pipes/Vents: These were installed to vent out the gas, next to homes and
open areas.
Graffiti Highway: Route [
] would get blinded by smoke from the cliffside—
fog blending in to blanket the cars. When the blacktop cracked open, right down
the middle, it was cheaper to close. Now teenagers ride ATVs and dirt-bikes. They
paint its surface to a pastel of mantras, symbols, threats. In 2020, [
] covered it
with dirt to keep tourists away.
[
] Avenue: Rowhomes lined the hill until you reached Mary’s. Blue
and white siding all up the road. During Christmas, decorations twinkled from the
telephone poles: PVC candlesticks, candy canes of glitter garland, and lights. The
[
] of town.
Mary’s: The Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, Assumption of Blessed Virgin
Mary. Still functioning, it watches [ ] Avenue from the hilltop, praying. Between
cemetery headstones, a rusted bathtub fills with rain.
[
] Mine Fire: Began in 1962. Some blame the [
] dump fire after
Memorial Day weekend. It feeds off the anthracite and will continue for another [
] years.
Relocation: The government cannot force anyone to leave, but it purchased the
houses. Surveyors and real estate agents view the properties to determine a fair
price before bulldozing each block to ryegrass. The remaining 11 residents do not
legally own their homes.
Sinkhole: [ ] fell down a sinkhole. Twelve years old, in his orange hunting cap,
he clung to a thick maple root. His [ ] inched over, belly first, to pull him out.
The bottom of the pit would have been between 400 and 600 degrees. Now he
lives in Shamokin.
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Thermophiles
After Centralia, PA was evacuated due to an underground mine fire,
microbiologists discovered that the long-dormant thermophiles in the
soil had begun to wake up, repopulating the seemingly barren
landscape.
First it was warm. Cilia
thawed and needled to motion,
like limbs from a long, long sleep.
Air frozen dark
cracking to liquid. Unicellular
walls gelling, vibrating,
sound. Others waking,
un-ribboning ribosomes into
skin shed across soil
technicolor and lush. Scrapes
against my raw sides
as I slick through particles
of stone. Sloughing icebergs
in my way toward home :
existence.
Then it was hot. Walls
contract into squint of life,
everything so bright so
skillet of sun. Remember
once magma gluing my pores
in splash : squeeze : shut
cold. Others sprinkled
as spores on a breeze as
pollen from a balmy elsewhere.
But now no sprinkled
membrane shavings, no freeze,
only a soreness
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I want to chew on.
Red ache and earth-musk,
pulse.
All of us multiplying the
empty : never empty :
hibernating space.
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Joe Still Breeds Homing Pigeons
Though the landscape of Centralia has changed drastically after its
underground mine fire and evacuation, Joe stayed and continued his
tradition of breeding homing pigeons.
Yellow eyes are maps,
flat discs of cryptochrome.
Veins in my eyelids
tactic a distance
between myself : my place,
here and where I want to go.
I always come back.
A shivering gravity pulls me
low through clouds
to our cold wire coop, rattling.
He leaves the lid open
as we swoop in, jewel-breasted
and proud, return to the highpitched sound : magnetic field
quivering his whistled
relief. The first snow still
cracks my beak to blood
but I stay. Why? He leaves
the lid open. Trigeminal nerves
spasm : synapt : snap
back into orbit. I leave
my wings open. The landscape
is flatter, aerodynamic and wide.
It’s returning
to something, too. We circle
this last shale roof :
rusted lawnmower, buckets,
oil pans in the back. Yes,
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he still comes back
with sunflower and dusty
grapes. Like an earache’s
warmth, a thalamus throb
through the flock.
We peck at his feed
and dinner scraps : happiness
in a burlap sack.
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Two Poems

Sarah Cave
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Meditations on Desire Paths
queer footsteps #1
to re-enchant the world is

to imagine the world as a sphere

re-entered stillness interrupted night
candles at the nativity
the sourdough of the world

the re-enchantment of the cathedral
not the everyday breaking

re-enchanted

re-enchanting as participation

claiming presence
a dialogue between buttercups

the one being better dressed than the other
the flowers why not watch them grow

when studying why claim
to watch

them grow is to claim a silent presence to
who is considering the lilies?
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contemplate a re-enchantment

queer footsteps #2
to re-enchant is to other the flowers

the garden that first

starts in trinities blueyellowgreen

somewhere in between

suggestion of mulch an earthen brown
in which other flowers

so little along the path

that eve collects in bottomless jars
not yet in flower

the broken vessels
shards not yet sparking, spaking

the wood still damp
one should leave the garden cain says

watching the fairies lend their weight
by the hidden folk
& forgotten angels
a sweat working

to the plow as though worked

their labour concealed in books of marx
milton says in eden neither adam nor eve broke
that vast plot nor any of their kin
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queer footsteps #3
cain’s footsteps fall amid

bindweed night stock poached eggs

their yolks running
w/ flower-music

cain the runt of the litter
garlands wreathed in worship lament la menthe

cain smells of mint

cain constructs small heaps of earth

microbial patterns of prayer

creator creates creatureliness

shamming Nature w/ wry parody
mole-hills

sham is nature too

(such as we find on wild heaths)

& builds country houses

w/ architecture as fragile as bobbing titmice

eve whistles unseen

among the fairy bones mouse (most) delicate

come love me lost in the hedgerow

our lines survive in language

wiping milk & honey from lips parted

the hollow

hall filled w/ flowers & syllogisms unnoticed
of the woods bluebells nettles
paradise’s walls in disrepair
& qweens who now

in the darkest parts

beech seedlings
apples named for kings

moulder in sweet&sour earth
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queer footsteps #4
to re-enchant the world is to suggest
sentences enforced

that walls are rigid

somehow absence makes presence

desire now concealed underfoot

ley lines unannounced

the ownership

of late summer brambles

covering the paths that gods w/ lost names
their candles snuff

made as they go in vigil
in the empty tomb

there are processes of collage & palimpsest
the gap between

boundaries

(now presence returns to absence)

St John will lead us back

the door is written upon
left ajar

labyrinthine sentences

beneath us subterranean children’s language

dadada mm dadada mm
draw images tracking

sophists in the underground temple
our embodied cosmology

a phenomenology of kinetic energy

used to reveal the heavenly bodies

wittgenstein describes as language-boundaries
none of this rule-making

as synaptic recesses

or circling the land

always excluding that which cannot be said
whether it be words upon a glass pane

stained w/ visions of God’s head

or the divide

between children/parents

rabbits/plants

rabbits/people

philosophers/metaphysics
forbidding the butterflies
hardly catholic behaviour
not the plants

eve nets the brassicas
from laying eggs on the romanesco
if only the titmice could be trusted to eat the eggs

if only fairies could reenchant
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queer footsteps #5
if only the fairies could

be persuaded to cook dinner

wash the plates weed the onions

clean the hoe w/ vegetable oil

to re-enchant is to break a sweat
play red kite or buzzard

in the field margins at lunch

eve picks potatoes

cleans the cucumber cloche pulls weeds

beneath the bough
recalcitrant

ache

the line between sky&aching limbs

to re-enchant is to know the fairies

will take their share

if the titmice could lay their eggs

& know that the kites will

only take their share

perhaps then the titmice would
to only take the eggs

be prepared hypothetically

& not the plant

& the fairies gather their roses
while eve rises early

& cut the hay

to watch the dawn & to have time

to wonder why the sun rises
the graminoids’ rhythms
oat buds fill their mouths
cain picks courgettes

& who cuts the hay in eden so sweet
closely observed
moths eat their clothes
his hands raw & eve rises early

goes forth among the fruits & flowers
her apron weave

snags the cotton

unravelling the flowers

yes the flowers

blemished by unexpected rain

curling in cain’s hair
(lament à la menthe

now rotting in abel’s
levant à la menthe)

cain remembers the last time
he saw eve at solstice
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Granny’s Apple
a soliloquy of love, care and doubt \ the three being intimately connected
/ perhaps an articulation of the body is expected / the bulge between collar & chin /
eve’s colours fracture / through bottom heavy glass bottles / does she enjoy
sobbing / or studying? / yeshiva bocher? / eve waits for an answer / till the seeds
turn green to black / a maturation of combined living / matched in the curvature of
the spine / the curving of the earth / a small empty box / caught in the larynx / now
a turtle bag of cooking apples / the making & unmaking / together we bless / the
virus that keeps cain from falling / failing / absorbing / erasing / emerging to
offering / one day / marks a book of hours / this day / the universal / palms
upturned / head bent / the universal / it marks us / & eve’s body / will not absorb
us / she stands independent / eve’s love is the gap between / the blind-sight / the
full fruition of the failed / attempt to reabsorb the rib / linger for sunrise only / the
body of eternity colliding / the spine stretching / the horizon against a cure of
marble / the syllogism reaching / something beyond the sentence / something
beyond cain & abel / now orphans in the rain / now spinning skirts / the marks
made by feet are falling prayers / either running or dancing / conversation between
lovers / shifting pronouns through the forest / poets never write poems about abel /
he has no shadow / or voice to mimic / bird calls / cain takes a road trip / slow
revelation of truth / his ‘hot for il papa’ sticker peeling from the bumper / nonsense
is truth / truth is nonsense / all women are thorns / removed from the torso / now
two sides of the cloth / & an inserted inner panel / a sea gathers / in the mouth of
cetus / all women are drowned / all witches are drowning / therefore all women eat
the flesh of the apple / your adam’s apple is beautiful to me / perhaps this is the
death i crave / & you regularly prescribe / we suffer a darkening of ecology / cain
fights for a survival / akin to a cow churning the cud / of leviticus 18 / cain is
inside / & outside the creased seams of the page / i call you / pirkei avot i call you /
cain rejects the ethics of the fathers / mothersmoths mmm mouthsmonster / redeem
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me / cheating us / cetus / do you cheat us with your mow / th / i call you / love / i
call you / / nomenclature / / O / i call you / noman / don’t call me / i’ll call you (pls
call me)
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the isn’t city
no place
to pass time in
Richard Capener
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the isn’t city is
because it can’t be
countryside
and no townies
could live there
mudflats wellies make spit
the wind’s rhythm errors
the swans are mute
the isn’t city is
because ragworms
live beneath sediment
the tide leaves behind
in parts of portugal
on bartholomew’s day
babies
baptised
in three waves
for protection
in the north bartholomew
likes to eat black chickens
does the devil
wear bartholomew’s skin
or does bartholomew
wear the devil’s
through the year
people pray
lay down and sleep
without fearing the sea
or wave
neither the man
of evil shadow
the isn’t city is
because all that shouldn’t
surfaces
meeting the river
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floral mimicry
subtypes in
humans

Yvonne Litschel
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South for Winter

Lotte Mitchell Reford
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When I imagine myself rotting it isn’t mourning it’s a mantra. A lesson in living
and letting go. I wonder where roots will grow and what bones they will grasp and
snap. Driving through the south the roads are so wide and quiet they draw my
attention. After looking for so long at a lack, the overpasses tangled in the sky are
striking. Outside Vicksburg, Miss, I see a chunk of one naked and on its side. Its
huge steel beams jut like the ribs of a beast in an oversized elephant graveyard.
Everything this far south makes me think of mourning. Not just the swamps and the
air like breathing into a palm and the slow way people talk and the bugs; even the
welcome centre where we park to sleep seems to be a temporary thing. The attempt
at Old South opulence inside is wailing and wailing: there’s gilded horses bearing
their teeth and too much carpeting in the squat building. I blink and see the place
moth-eaten. The mounted heads of beasts eaten up, the horses on their sides.
Coyotes are curled on the sofas, avoiding the springs that have broken through. They
stalk the sidewalk where the guard told me no dogs, dogs on the grass only. The
motor vehicles that are left are rusted and home to snakes. This is a place that wants
to return to before us. This is a place that wants to be let go, a place that imagines
itself rotting and it isn’t a mantra, it’s a plea.
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Two Poems

Rosanna Hildyard
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What we talk about when we talk about nature
Narcissus poeticus: poet's daffodil, or poet's narcissus. Also known by the names: nargis,
pheasant's eye, findern flower, and pinkster lily. Origin of the Narcissus myth.

Names we give it. Narcissus: paper flowers. We click and comment: the best
name!
It is being at your own mother’s wedding, copper beech trailing from the bouquet.
It is the shape of the part of you it cures. It is a rejected god, grafting bark onto the
skin of an adored girl.
It is a romance. Like: history, ringing us up from the future, or: the brink
of conscience. It is the erotica
of guilt
it is our house, burning down. Our children’s house.
(A tree is your children’s cute little faces.)
People who like it, like rolling their tongues about it. Dirty fingernails are a sign of
wealth, these days; signifying Allotments: and so: Time: and so: Money.
Use fruit to decorate your life: oranges
under oilpaint. I spend my wild weekends foraging
for garlic. Cezanne in a frame, a photo of the sky –
today, the photogenic Chinese lantern branch is on the table. Tomorrow, gladeoli.
It is the shape of water. A panda, falling over.
It is that masturbatory kind of crying.
It is like a flower that is like paper.
It is the name of the thing, no other.
Googling it, late in the light of the SAD lamp, you
glance to the window, to your own reflection.
It is like when you pick up a shell and hold its whorls to match your ear, and in the
echo of close-packed air you think you hear the sea.
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Zvihitsu: Common Things
1. Common, n: what? Noun: ‘What we hold in common.’ Things different
groups share. Land for public use. Generally or universally owned.
2. I love to see a wrinkled triangle of geese, stitched on the sky.
3. Goslings are like women: when they’re a novelty, they’re a photoopportunity. New and blonde. Later in the summer, when there are more of
them, their arse-waggle, neon shit, blaring voices is too much. They cannot
walk on their spiked feet without falling. We cannot wait until they fly
away.
4. In 1812: the first Act of Enclosure: allowing private individuals power of
purchase over land previously held for public use. Exclusivity and single
ownership was increasingly prized, allowing greater profit. Competition
was encouraged.
5. ‘Widely-known’; antonyms being: rare or noble. To know: to have had
sexual encounter with (Biblical). Advice: nobody looks for the shared toy.
6. Nikolai Gogol once said: ‘Common things are not believed.’
7. Sailors
licking salt crusts from fingers
thinking of rosy beef
saw far away sea cows
thought of fishbones
the thickness of a girl
back on land, the sailor tripped on grass and cursed. Blinked furious tears
and glared at the fields, right past cropping cows; as if land animals ever
could be mistaken for something magic.
8. When my mother was young, the voices outside her told not to be fast, not
cheap, not brightly coloured. When she told me, all I could think of was a
hummingbird, flash of petrol and melon, heart practically visible – cheep,
cheep –
9. Sunday. Glass overlaid the street. I put on my most overabundant dress.
Today, I will hit the spot and everyone will like me. I look in the mirror.
Yes, I am the opposite of content. Supply not exceeding demand in my
arms. My, my.
10. Dirt, and the ocean, have certain transparencies.
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11. The old man outside the corner shop spitting hot fat. Hard to tell what he is
saying; the words end in a raised itch. Girls walk in and out. His hands
scratching madly, like he’s strangling something under his coat: hard to
know if he enjoys it.
12. The farmer kicks his sheepdog because it is his and because it is worthless.
The common weed –
a way of thinking
that prizes famine.
13. Rare is protected, we like pandas and blue whales.
14. The girls litter the pavement, mass-made of several cones fitted, symmetric.
They have the same cracking laugh, reflecting off all surfaces, they are
everywhere underfoot and underhand and cracking as soon as you touch
them, underhandedly.
15. You see the geese, stitched there for you. You do not think where they are
going. Do not think
of three, serenely floating
a patch of fluorescence on a lake
somewhere gold, south of here.
16. A common is spread out before you. Kick it.
17. A tract of open public land.
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Gif~t Eco~no~my

Amy Evans Bauer
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BOBBY

Kat Payne Ware
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Selected Work
Allen Fisher
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proceeds in the garden 03

proceeds in the garden 15
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Morning Grit
Moving through grit
I imagined a group of people roamed in vast spacetime
he likes things performed in the distance
and subjected them to the simple in years gone
to look straight focused thought
or universal catastrophes music concluded
and not crooked after a long time sunlight shifted
with a simple natural motive to accepts all additions of earth
turning fixed and not fluid single and nowhere
give direction to their progress the sea accepts all streams
and not plural commensurate a particular strut
above the ceaseless surface the looming heights
and commensurable being stirred depends on true friends
severed from the earth, spectral streams of tears
he is preoccupied with the imagery turned upside-down
above a scene of immense the far pastures of the nomads
of coinage and profit mountains
yet circumstantial desolation follows the birds
in ethical matters squinting gaze
filled with the voice of the waste is small
the choice between n measures and the distant
absences from and returns to matter nothing larger
of value and the tips of autumn hairs
locus of a disassociated self overhanging banks
n + 5 measures loving blue dark waters
anoptic, ambient bodily troplogy his lasting radiance
unhinges representation from warfare
an irreplaceable and leave aside
visual forms of power the mournful strings of a shack-dweller
incommensurable object a sweet banquet
cartography of the body the shore of the clear lake
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and loving at the same time then hear the gate
dry of sound smell touch and fish sink
other distinct things a sudden downpour
lens a burnt out cinder swallows winging from the curtains
such as honour and military peals of thunder
no luck in turning back cloud billows out
excellence the level moors
resistance to the tropic drift of clouds stretch
with a retreat to my eyes roam free
an uproot of body and without study
the extrapolitical society days of rushing through the yard
consciousness balanced one sweep how all the world is small
of the garden a summit you never climb to
on cusps of getting there the entry of homing birds
not easily able to sustain splits in eye-pupils
through broken windows exhilarated layers of cloud
interest and engagement riving dusk and dawn
and panoptic hoarfrost compacted splendours
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Trees 200406-2000506
200406
Fell 5 x Silver Birch Trees and 1 x Willow, Pembridge
Reduce height and width of Copper Beech tree in the driveway, Leominster.
200407
Two TPO Cypress trees require trimming and cutting back due to overhanging
neighbouring property, as part of management of the protected trees, Hereford.
Ash (T39) crown reduction to South West to 5M. Branches to the SW currently
overhang the house by approx. 3.5M. The works aforementioned will reduce the
crown in this area to avoid overhang. It is also proposed to reduce crown also to SE
to 6M (approx. 3M reduction), Hereford.
3 or 4 Leylandii trees (T1-4). Fell because of excessive shading and low aesthetic
value. Suggest replanting with lower, slower growing mixed hedging, Hereford.
200408
Alder - fell as tree is dead and dangerous. T2 Alders - 7 trees to be felled; 2 are dead,
the rest have outgrown their position and are too close to the house, Presteigne.
200409
Fell Norway Spruce and Leylandi, Ludlow.
200416
Proposed works of: T1: Conifer hedge - reduce height to approx. 6m cut both faces
and shorten growth causing nuisance to social club back to boundary or suitable
pruning point. T2: Ash - Pollard to approx. 6m. T3:Birch - Reduce height by 2-3m
shorten lateral growth to suit. T4 Apple tree - cut back close to existing pruning cuts
to encourage upright habit. T5: Apple tree - Cut back close to existing pruning cuts
so as to encourage upright habit, Wellington.
Fell and remove the cluster of existing hazel trees (Corylus Avellana) denoted by
the figure T10. Reason for removal to facilitate and allow the formation of a new
boundary wire mesh fence together with new laurel tree planting in front (Prunus
Caroliniana), Weobly.
200417
Fell Magnolia in front garden and replace with tree that drops less, Ross-on-Wye.
Proposed works to T1 Leylandii. It has previously been reduced (top height) and is
quite spreading. Applicant would like to reduce height by approx. 1m and spread by
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2m. in the interest of managing the tree within the limited space available, Ross-onWye.
Propose to fell unknown tree (T1), Birch (T2) and Weeping Willow (T3),
Leominster.
Propose to fell Silver Birch because it is overhanging power line and fell Maple as
it is close to heating oil tank, Llanwarne.
Works to Robinia (T1) - fell because of significant rot, lean and likelihood of
collapse. Replant with a quercus ilex (evergreen oak) in a nearby position (marked
P1, where the height of the boundary wall increases) to space out the trees better,
Malvern.
Works to Walnut tree - thin out crossing branches, remove deadwood, raise canopy,
provide end weight reduction on excessively splayed limbs, up to 20% of overall
canopy of walnut tree, Wellington.
200420
Works to Pine tree (T1) - fell because of excessive shading to neighbours property,
Weobly.
200421
Fell 1 Lime tree shading and too close to property. Fell 7 Maple trees which were a
hedge and have grown to shade an Oak tree. Fell Hornbeam which is causing
problems with a septic tank, Ludlow.
Proposed works to Laburnum (T1) Cut back branches over water fountain.
Laburnum (T2) Remove - too many trees close together. Prunus (T3) Light pruning
to shape tree in its space. Tulip Tree (T4) Remove sucker. Thuja (T5) This tree has
fallen over onto Blue Spruce (T6) and needs to be cut back to provide space for Blue
Spruce, Leominster.
Pine tree - proposed to take the tree down so that a 12ft stem is left, Leominster.
Pollard Oak tree, Ledbury.
200422
Proposed works to 1. Silver Birch - Fell dead tree and replace. 2. Cherry Laurel To remove overgrown branches which are growing into crown of Horse Chestnut
and Scots Pine - Remove to a manageable height so does not encroach on
surrounding trees. 3. Yew Bush - To fell and replace with flowering trees (Magnolia
or Lilac). 4. Cherry Laurel - To fell 2 x small bushes and replace with fruit trees. 5.
Apple Trees- Crown reduction, Malvern.
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200424
Propose to fell two apple trees in rear garden, Wellington.
There has recently been a landslip at property due to the weather and weight of the
trees. The area is made up of Oak, Silver Birch and some Ash. Proposed tree
management to take place, but first make safe by removing or pollarding dangerous
trees that are unsafe. Any trees that are felled will be replaced with the same but
further up the bank/hill where they will not cause a risk, Kington.
Proposed works to T1 Sycamore - fell to as near ground level as possible in the
interest of safety and to allow more light onto specimen Oak to the West. T510 Lime
- Reduce heavily weighted branch North side, leaning over boundary and Gloucester
Road. Also remove large section of Mistletoe on main branch and other large
clumps of Mistletoe within crown where possible, Ross-on-Wye.
Coppice Ash tree, St. Weonards.
Propose to fell a single sycamore which is in danger of damaging the soil pipe
leading out to our septic tank, by its roots, Hampton Bishop.
Multi-stemmed Conifer located in the front garden - complete removal because of
proximity to the property, collapsed storm drain pipe (roots) and subsided/cracked
area in the drive, Hereford.
Apple (T1, T2, T3, T4, T6, T7, T8); Greengage (T5); Damson (T9) - Maintenance
pruning of fruit trees to be carried out annually. The trees were planted in 20012006 and have grown to >75mm diameter, Colwall.
200427
Remove 1 Yew tree to enable the installation of a new water treatment plant within
the boundary of the property. A new tree will be planted on completion of works;
species to be confirmed, Eardisland.
200428
Lime tree - Pollard, cutting back all top growth to about 2m above the main fork,
Lugwardine.
200429
Fell Fir tree, Ross-on-Wye.
To remove beech hedge (H1), Leominster.
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T1: Holly - Reduce the back dead stem down to as near ground level as possible.
T2: Goat Willow - Re-pollard back to the original pollard points. T3: Sycamore
suckers - Fell. T4: Apple x2 - Re-prune back to the original pruning points,
Fownhope.
200501
Proposed removal of dead tree. Cordon off area as tree is in middle of car park.
Using a pole saw cut off the limbs of the tree. Once the limbs have been removed
proceed using a chainsaw to section fell the trunk. Chip all waste onto vehicle and
remove from site, Hereford.
200504
Propose to Fell Ash tree (T1) which is located 2 feet from a sweet chestnut (T2) and
adversely affecting the growth and form of the sweet chestnut, Fownhope.
200506
Fell Cypress/Fir tree (T1) - low amenity value and too close to building, Leominster.
Proposed works to various trees, Morrisons, Hereford.
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Two Poems

Olúwádáre Pópóọla
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invocation of bodysong
body / broken grid,
eye ceasing to mouth itself
like paperclip X fire
or the loci of God falling between teeth.
it tastes like an ocean reaching a mountain
for promenades of healing,
a tongue tasting a song like prayer
because its sadness dwells in an umbra
shredded in the serifs of dusk.
body / cradle of shadows
& of graves stuck in taste buds.
body / gauze of light,
earth mouths you in a word
and you taste like songs of the sea.
body / ripping the seams of blue,
tasting a sea like the place of prayer,
you feel arms poking your throat for the colour of language.
body, I voice you and you die in earth's palms like a broken sob.
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browning, the lengthening of grief
dying places / honey skins slowly escaping life
like bald hands making cornrows.
earth / you fix a scalpel in my mouth when it mouths mother,
liquor
slicing the dichotomy of my body into
death bed / your raised terrane
shrieking like a monument beginning.
they always begin on a preacher's tongue.
there, earth hid its groin in a mouth
that spewed the sky a baptism of cadavers that hold its body be,
colossi / hidden in the glamour of countryside.
home / the real way to blood.
each time a child is born, the earth grieves like diaphane against smoke.
and the place for grief is a gruff voice,
beginning to take on healing.
earth / blood on your hands taste like thongs of fire on broken crucibles
&
the grief in your body is a baby mouthing his first words (wars)
ma-ma!
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earth / the taste of leaving still stays in your slashed wrist,
your arteries still bubbling with us.
o earth!
like shadows we breed a woman in your body
and a woman is a place slapping the sky.
mother / I hear you sucking her body dry, pith stuck in your teeth.
I feel it escaping my pores too.
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This is not a
sonnet about
climate change
Maelynn Bacchus Seymour-Major
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consider
rebirth
caffeine k-cups
paper straws
febreze
red + white thank yous
later fattening bellies
disposable dining
for unwelcome guests

the ease of routine
through micro-bead cleansing
for clarity
draw complaint cocktails
a corpse’s perfume
bloom under the sink
of grouper
at a table
matthew joaquin + dorian

immaculate consumption
a beach without sand
a forest of fire
a sea made of tears
regret

is called a displacement
an armageddon
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A Good Iris
Emma Filtness
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N 44° 34' 18"
W 92° 16' 56"
Tyler Smith
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Dutch elm disease, riddled
black bark, three coon pups

white-eyed
nestled in the curve of boughs.

An exposed ribcage, tufts of fur
on the rise of county highway.

Plain white bread
to coax them down,

scent of familiar
on the wind

stepping out
into something unfamiliar

and spring saplings pushing
through field grass.
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Train Wood,
March 2020
Sarah Hudis
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I think this is what they mean by edgelands
a wedge of tangled green stuffed
between thick slabs of industrial estate
once a day I watch spring unfurl like it didn’t get the memo
if this was a film this is where it would cut
to a sepia montage of my friends last autumn
blackberry sticky
climbing the scrapyard tree for apples like
we were written by Enid Blyton
but this is an exercise in trying to pay more attention
to the present
I mean the really here-and-now not
The Contemporary Moment
but how yesterday I saw a pheasant
and an empty contraceptive pill packet
and the day before a swan pick a fight
with a goose

Back home I watch a pigeon’s nest from the window
& return to refreshing the news
I have been sowing seeds
in the boiler cupboard
one by one they emerge
pale and hopeful just the same
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Table 1: Fauna
and Flora
Faye Latham
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A watering can

Cleansing its territory from anthropogenic poisoning

Common weed

Survives without maintenance

A dog in the sun

Almost human

Language

A kind of fog

Deadly virus

My garden’s boundaries are the horizon

Shipwreck

The ego, in convulsed and sublime moving aura

Xenofeminist Manifesto

“Nature” is deeply alienating

A spider

“I am risking everything human”

Electric Mountain

“I exist in a world of quantum fluctuations”
“I embrace the radiation on our hills”

Entropic chaos

The vibrating life of animals and plants
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Why Nature is
NOT Funny
Kayla Ozzy
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The Heavier
Tread
Grace Royal
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When I am admitted to hospital, I am told to take it as an opportunity to focus on
myself.
Let this be about you, they tell me, let this be about you getting better and nothing
else.
You must learn to be a little selfish, I am told. You must relearn how to take up
space.
*
So I am placed on a prescription of food and plastic: the day begins and ends with
the stuff:
2 x plastic cups
2 x margarine
1 x apricot jam
1 x raspberry jam
2 x condiment sachets
1 x cereal bar wrapper
1 x yoghurt pot
1 x roll of cling film
I am embarrassed by the volume. I see it written out and curl myself within
myself: I keep it secret, keep it close.
I am embarrassed by the volume. I fling banana skins in with plastic wrappers: I
throw recyclable pots in with paper towels.
*
There is no recycling bin in the hospital, I am informed, everything just goes into
one place.
One of the doctors tried to set up a sustainability group once, I am told, but
nothing ever came out of that.
*
In the hospital there is a lot of time for me, myself and I and so I end up thinking
about my footprint, thinking of my heavier body making deeper impressions on the
earth: all these plastic cups, all this plastic cutlery, all these masks, all these gloves,
all these butterfly needles, all these sharps, all this single use equipment taking up
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space, enforcing me to take up space too. I’m thinking of my heavier footprint and
plastic gloves floating like jellyfish in the ocean. I’m thinking of seabirds sliced
open, their insides tangled with plastic. I am thinking of waste piled high, never
degrading. I am thinking of my bigger body and all the disruptive space it needs to
exist.
*
I am healing but I am hurting.
I’m desperate to slice parts of myself away.
I am hurting but I am healing.
I ache to sort the plastics from the papers.
*
In the hospital, I am kept in isolation for five days due to a Coronavirus scare and
each time someone comes into my room they must put on a suit of plastic armour apron, mask and gloves. They sit with me and I watch perspiration form on their
foreheads, sweat gather beneath the stretch of the gloves. It must be scary, seeing
us like this, they say, so clinical, so unfriendly, so frightful, all dressed up in single
use plastics that must be pulled off and scrunched into my overflowing bin whenever
they leave.
Frightful, I admit, and recall better days spent picking litter on the beach
*
I’m just trying to believe it’s acceptable to take up space again but surely this is
the wrong kind of space
*
Each blood test equals more tape, more cotton wool, more rubbish collecting,
more plastic tubes.
Each lunch time means paper labels with my name on every plate.
Each meal time is plastic sachets of sauce or jam or margarine.
Each snack, more plastic wrappers, more plastic pots.
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Each meal, plastic cutlery and plastic plates to avoid contamination.
Each day, more plastic wrappers around the plasters to stop me tearing up my skin.
Each group, more paperwork, trees coming down rapidly by the acre.
Each day, I am gaining. Each day my footprint is getting heavier.
*
I am here for myself after all - selfishly taking - selfishly using - selfishly
consuming - guiltily growing landfill pyramids, contributing to devastation, one
jam pot at a time.
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Dendrology of
a Boy
Kendrick Loo
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stilllight
crownclimb
slowmend
skyswath

barkcreak

fruitforth
heartpulp

birdcharmed

sapchrism

nesthold

rainpend
bloodquick

earthsplit

cloudvoice

windripe

seedswell
fogsoft

leafgrow

ghostcaul

frailbud
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Two Poems
Nic Stringer
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Chain

as [Sun]
a part, or separated memory
Low
slow burn
A show of red
on my tongue … .. . .. … .. . .. … .. . .. … .. . .
.. . .. . .. .

colour chaotic

in my throat
coming in bursts
of Mirtazapine slang
Deep orange

.. . .. . … . . .. .. .. . … … .. . .. … .. . ..

to common green

… .. . .. … .. . ..

irritation the first step … .. . .
of expression
I seem bound to this reality
to the indefinite beginning
wait for someone on the other side
to receive me
whole

Hey you .. . .. . … . . .. .. .. . … .. . .. . … . . .. .. … .. . ..
clicking your fingers in my face
… .. . ..

Have you got a light boy?
Have you got
a light
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Selected Poems
Josh Allsop
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Oxygen Minimum Zone
brushed collagen smoke
balancing cheekbone on phalanx
I said I love the structure, that it gives you
a severity I aspire to hide in.
But yes, rebuilding the brain
in the construct that we engage with/in,
a compromise itself to start with
and one that I can hold, as I weigh out tools,
feel the balance distribute itself
in small,
significant
readjustments.
Whether these are tools of structure they are loud,
pneumatic, hurricane gripped and vocal.
There is an aligning process in restructuring,
ailing steps, repentance sequences,
gates passed in allotted time and order
arriving at algorithmic I
pressed, pressed always against slopes,
a rising intoning—thuribles gasp these words shut
hide them in fir resin—to be heard as on wax,
stellar drift of course calls for universal reform
if not purging.
I’m attracted to the orgiastic tearing, in which
it slays kin and copulates in midnight sand,
the spilling out into others as a matter of contort,
viscera extraction not nice because it is straightforward.
If the order is followed,
imperative techne
associative craft piling pleasing
cues through the loop to be
hammered out
to the last extent,
building voice at the break
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cannibal rigid hooks against sheer flesh.
Sweat, fear, the strobing
red colouring:
my mantle and cycling breath
in/under what order when I, with many hearts and arms,
reach the closest thing to exilic
orogeny weaving mounds of sand in currents
no more substantial than Richter self-consciously
raising his arm.
There in the wet we caught oxygen bubbles and
held their ghosts.
If I have to be present
it will be in clouds of my own making.
Making has parameters, walls
shamefully swaddle but without them I might only
launch a flare that casts amorphous smoke and a pulsing
sinking glow, marking position of that moment
and those gone just before it. This my worry
and mantra, to overcome and maintain inertia against hemming.
Sanction needles. Shells, casings, slag left behind feeds
makeshift life, imploding and forming upon itself,
transposed seaward and down, ingested into the lining
of worms and lice and frilled, bulbous-eyed chranchiidae
with my glass faces
diving and dying in another’s jaws.
There will have to be siftwork done along the bed.
Sorting out categories,
such relentless work
of realising that what was made
dissipated through the countless components
involved in the reaping,
and how to talk when it runs counter
to the torqued muscle language
of seek rip disregard,
the non-thought that offers structure and loss.
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Five memories of an oil spill
(after Deepwater Horizon)
1. Belching flume
pus dribbles brews
into shade cast on the surface of the waves.
I unashamedly drop my head under
rinse
inner cheek float
spouting a thin murky stream up at the platform base.
If someone saw me I hope they’d spy me cheeky tetramorph.
We’re being held up with an awful
amount of work right now.
Chains drag in tilting, giving up crema
as they skim the air.
2. This was the black lake
no wonder they hung around, sapped,
gathering like slick herons gold-coated.
2% goes a long way when it clogs your eyes.
3. In close wired grip
sonogram relay of my fingers against
coagulate shells embedded in gravity to carbon chain.
My handprint in the brittle trash
fills out again, the bed breathing black.
4. If you build it, leave it on top of bones, I’m praising it,
no that can’t be right, but
you’re adding to the stock, so that you don’t lose track,
still leaving waypoints for children.
Take those bones? (Uh-uh, don’t snatch)
Then it becomes a problem,
and no, seeping tar in salt marshes
doesn’t wind back the clock, convergence
of monies into time, it is all paid for re: finery.
5. Lather of feathers, coprolite matryoshka
a bloated whale stranding given time
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ribcage churches to lampreys, no sense but feed.
It was built we can say as much,
it was sunk we can say as much.
The disrepair fits spomenik criteria,
its plumbing of minerals not so much.
So why does thought stray into deep water
when faced with proud bulks in the soil
framed by trees and hills on the horizon
when so many of those lain under the ground
gutted the legs out from the platform
before they broke
on the sheer morality of the thing?
They somehow lost the rig, anyway, found
sunken a quarter mile adrift
upside-down, the damage done.
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Saturn, all his kids
So I’m inside the whale, because

was

outside
is pressure heaving at some point
gasses failed and buoyancy
not optioned

sifting in baleen grass, scooping discombobulate krill
from one mouth into another. These are early days, honeys, I say to
to the sweet men at my back, each covering themselves from
a sky removed from
them by so many mediums
as if a relay of Jupiter hail threatened their nuchal down,
one hanging on an uvula or something approximate to it,
a peeling wad
of blubber from the mouth roof.
Fashion from the lining adipose braces
because we’re falling, sinking,
‘trajectory unto death’ wails uvula man, so I swim up to his stinking crow’s nest
cup the hollows of his cheeks, spit into
the face which is mine but minutes or days younger
and holler for him to be kind to
himself, he doesn’t deserve any of this, ask him
has he called his boyfriend or out to his god
to let them know he’s safe.
Of course at that moment we pitch caught in a surge
and the fetid water rinses his mouth
like I was scolding him, and I wonder at plankton
mocking us in a diorama staged on his tongue of
struts and rivets
timber or non-loadbearing rib
good market sense
do you know how much we can claim to be innovating
when we produce our sulfide islands? At talk of osedax
as end-users I get my first senses
of dissension.
‘What, you went to business school or something?’
the supposition hollowing-out what I think of as value.
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No, I was just woven (loom threads heavy bunched with milky globes)
to make something out of something else
that is more by some metrics in
raucous defiance of entropy, ah, bad habit,
and I have come to fight that just too late in time.
Uvula, to the gutter tide dictums, holding my hand.
*
The reinforcing process was busy-work, rearranging,
when we all knew the feeder teeth were what we wanted.
Sweat mingles in the stale gas, bodily runoff
pools at the cheek wall, diamond flow in grooves

‘sweet ichor!’

filtering down the gullet, looks tight down there,
so I work into this jaw foyer hoping
to make space as I was trained to,
flattening cordyceps between the expansive nerves of this rorqual tongue.
Since entering I’ve become possessive which Uvula tells me
is pathetic and misjudged, as he tells me much.
I have weaned off thrashing at the nail forest
accepting that we emerge from the belly at a certain stage
that occurs when we land, but have come to fear
the eyes, vacant or no, on the other side.
Again, ‘misjudged’, ‘projections’, ricochet back
off the trachea, stomach clearly not for the weak.
I hold him at moments of tumult, talk to him
of trenches, how adventurous to scale inverse mountains.
He handles his skull and pulses his hands
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feeling for fracture points that might fail him.
It smells so bad we cry about it, him asking
me to cradle him; me asking him to repeat the first syllable
that chimes in his throat, registering the distant patter of saltwater:
ich, ich, ich
*
We take up singing once at rest
and talk of relationships we weren’t present
for, ones we resent, and why
in that resentment we resemble our complaints
that we thought quite biting, incisive,
but were simply cruel.
And the caving head seems only to sour the tone
of all this whatever path you might glide down,
the singing itself sours much later,
is uglier for it.
He ensconces, which leads to silly bickering
as I haven’t got to see him stand proud before me
in so long
that the thin wisps of air that are left
in the gut carry on right past us
making scenes.
As hagfish press velvet maws
through the lining under my legs
I see his face in the rushing water
crooked in his hand,
his middle and forefinger rubbing his eye
mouthing susurrus rolling breath.
The sinking body a terrible thing of rapture
in its size and its sudden non-size
when it bleeds itself into the ocean.
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Take up the hand, forgiveness is an awful
thing to think you can grant yourself
because it is so simple.
‘I’m resentful over the lack of certainty
I wish I was beautiful
in my loss and diminishment and
fecundity’.
The words are spoken between us, the only ones
ever needed,
that you are strong enough
to want happiness, grease and black fluid
catch bioluminescence, drown his mouth
in shifting light.
Over years they might tear at the lone man
in the cavern, bones nestled into
those around, that they might
confuse us
or see us
in the crepitant flesh
and think us contiguous.
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Trial in rhododendrons
Come back.
The site of unpicking, arriving so much after the fact
there is no embedded scent. Atrocity flattened, banal.
Smog came in the brittle Maytime dawning,
the blue was taken in haze
that fed into headlights who pointed out dust.
Romanesque brow-reprimand lacquered deep
into you, Callous,
Yes, I took your name into the mud
and skin tightens before sun has fully grasped morning,
stalking the length of the frozen rut
away from the forest, leaving sweat cooling
tensioned between storeys of leaves.
The sour iron smell numbed through frostfall,
brand on my head
drop-shadowed in mounting rain.
The return is barren, you know this,
ungenerative.
On the rim,
pick the leaves,
groove them in creases,
clutching in pauses, serrated breath,
Christ, its warmth,
stumbly rosemary spilling its oils
at cheek level over the brick remnant,
not your gutted shack,
cleaved out administrative block
door bearing dense cosset inscription
of unconquered alphabet,
delineating ownership?
Best guess: biomass storehouse.
Wound in bracken

arena lookout,
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larval excavation,
its masses, mounds,
its bitter residue.
My helix
crested in sprigs, crowned ossicles
I crown myself herb
laureate
tracing motions I was never privy to
but bore.
Sadly, this is the acme of ill-imposed penance,
the option to walk it again.
The bed is
visible.
they put us deep,
so you’re to match them it seems,
Please find me.
Ah, so my words have something in them.
You have reached piercing point, pathetic recant posture
affecting grovel at a breaking of visage
and this dread sharpening echoes:
I coursed this path,
entered that brownfield
in another time,
was judged lacking.
Lateral the water batters against the slicker,
in the mounting slush
my sodden knees.
The broken and running escarpment.
My digits brush loose
soil and debris
with hands that have not stopped
off stems, leaves, genial pods.
Whorl of the thumb, indelible umber logogram.
This apothecium is mottled, linkages unthreaded
from the flowing hail, language wiped from…
effaced in hands.
This forage is not enough to reclaim time.
Forum, Ceres gilding sheaves.
No vaunted ghosts,
fruitless assemblage.
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Still, the need to take up root
against barer
and barer scape.
Witness blazing eucharist in arcing sun so weak
it could be knocked set, true,
as though I were a wanax relentless, scouring,
frustrating the ground for their link to the sky.
Would mercy catch in the throat if you had to lose it again?
Scavenge sullied earth for any genus,
your proud shoulders
club the dirt.
On heaving through plant matter
I am both without my place and without it.
Under broken seedpods, veins of rot,
this our body, instrument to
crack nut; take meat; leave shell,
extraction qlippoth
plied against those underfoot,
concentric flail finds hands around
a weak bell of tendrils ornament to the ossuary.
At the root there isn’t much to handle
which makes the greased cloth more to take in.
The folds of strange grass knit
each unpolished clacking bone
stitching webs of touch from hand
to mishandled once-soft wrist,
these flat blades my fibres,
everything else broke down,
that period of ‘once’ left printed thus proclitic,
a committal of ink-like speech appearing roundabout
and simultaneous in its utterance
as you had taken my wrist
kissing the rough hairs.
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Barley and Me
Michaël Vidon
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On Softness and
Dead Geese

Joe Andrews
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for Serge
The ground
is being made ugly
by a lump
of pummelled feathers
the neck
flat
like a sock on your bedroom floor
Honestly
geese are fucking massive
so I never
imagined them dying
ugly
Thought of them gracefully
releasing from a wrinkled V
into the softness of the sea
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The ground
is being made ugly
by a lump
of pummelled feathers
the neck
flat
like a sock on your bedroom floor
Honestly
geese are fucking massive
so I never
imagined them dying
ugly
Thought of them gracefully
releasing from a wrinkled V
into the softness of the sea
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The ground
is being made ugly
by a lump
of pummeled feathers
the neck
flat
like a sock on your bedroom floor
Honestly
geese are fucking massive
so I never
imagined them dying
ugly
Thought of them gracefully
releasing from a wrinkled V
into the softness of the sea
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The ground
is being made ugly
by a lump
of pummeled feathers
the neck
flat
like a sock on your bedroom floor
Honestly
geese are fucking massive
so I never
imagined them dying
ugly
Thought of them gracefully
releasing from a wrinkled V
into the softness of the sea
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Forest Lament
Pratyusha
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outside it is blue

two trees wait for the rain

first whisper

the first snowdrops come up in november

we are as a child

crush the cardamom pods

smoke billowing

beneath my heart I count x blood vessels

collapsing distance

hold forests

what shall we sing

plastic caught between a dead duck’s beak

touch me again

the sky turns yellow from pollution

chopped bhindi

we roll down the hill, laughing

grass around our ears

waves of air

purple flowers grow

deep in the room with the purple curtains

it is a forest laid bare

it is a forest laid bare

it is a forest of tears

it does not understand bare

in its soft underbelly

a tadpole grows

those are stories now

reach back to its old self

my forest drips

I am sick at heart

I map the trees

my veins mirror leaves
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Measuring
Aoife Higgins
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When I was young, my mother tried to explain to me how big the universe was.
“If the Earth is this orange,” she said, “the crust where we all live would be thinner
than the skin on the very outside.”
I thought about falling into one of the little craters on the skin, as one of the
citizens of my mother’s Orange Earth.
“If the Earth is here…” She held the orange out in front of me. “…then the moon
would be at the very end of the back garden.” I tried to understand. “Do you know
which planet is closest to the Sun?” she asked.
“Mercury,” I said.
“Well, Mercury would be all the way in Dublin.”

She dug her calloused thumb into the orange and began to peel it. Birds were
singing outside as it got dark.
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Rise Balance
Rise
Aaron Kent
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Finally the tree came down
for cast and termination.
In the end it was a game
of chess, in the end everything
is. The trick is in the knowing.
I brought the bends, moved
diagonally like a missile
beached on a tattoo of
a mandala - the sky hanged
fresh like linen. I swaddled
the Swedish pine, took
the sander to our palms.
Together we approached
pharmacy corridors like
we hadn’t found the splinters,
like a flamingo learns to balance
or risk perpetual motion.
When you sink you wonder
how much difference a synonym
makes - how much drowning
is just an end to sinking
in the same way suffocation
is an end to sleeping late
234

and coffee early. The act
requires the trick. We had
equations on our hands,
sight lines of the final
act: the spectacle of destruction
screaming ‘timber’ like
screaming ‘flesh’ at a funeral.
Heavier than the weight
of footsteps, lighter than
root and a branch.
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As I Listen to
the Water
J.D. Howse
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//NG1 >>> NG15//
Bethany Mitchell
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The clock tower reads 2:23
behind the sparse branches
of a half Christmas tree. To
Let signs hang above the
entrance to a Eurocar-park.
Palm trees have been pasted
on the window of the
cocktail bar, and fake lawn
lines the display in the
department store.
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Two fat jacketed pigeons sit
in a sparse rowan tree,
people-watching outside the
deserted
bookshop.
Buddleia and
lavender
frame the
university’s
entrance.
Elsewhere, a
medley of grasses.
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Purple leaves and caged
parakeets shiver in the
arboretum. The dead, brown
centre of a conifer. Crows in
the ‘Controlled Zone’. Max.
Speed 20. A small stump
stands erect amidst fleshy
feathers, wine bottles, Pepsi
cans and crumpled traffic
cones.
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Sandbags on the asphalt. A
branch lodged
in
the
tramline. A lone white rose
grows by an open dustbin,
and ragwort where brick
meets pavement. Fuchsia
petals are scattered across
the road. A single shoe and
smashed cement.
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Linden seeds spin like snow
by the brewery. A grey park.
A fence lies horizontal,
collecting copper leaves.
Dandelions on the bank and
moss on the road. Seed
heads and silver leaves by
the tracks. A spray-painted
cyclops and a red ‘om’
symbol. An ‘e’ here’; a ‘y’
there.
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Bracken, bright green, and
feathery
wild fennel.
Seagulls spin above a
spiralled staircase, turned
rusty. The bog is overgrown
with brambles and cracked
white bricks. Uncovered
pipes and the last flowering
bindweed amidst a cover of
dead branches. A plastic bag
Swings above a grit salt box.
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Birch and apple trees tower over
gravel. A misplaced ‘D’. A
backdrop of rubble and yellow
fronds
of
fern. Wooden
planks,
burnt,
are dumped
behind the bridge. Skip hire
situated by a flat pasture and
muddy pond. Orange
sorrel
seedheads point far off to an
assembly of trees. A willow –
curly – sways slowly in the wind.
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Ode to a Magpie/
One for Sorrow

Daniel Hinds
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‘O for a beaker full of the warm South’
– John Keats, Ode to a Nightingale
Keats can keep / his numb tongued nightingale; / I’ll save my stolen silver speech /
for my pale and black / kleptomaniac. / Magpie, your bad luck beak is slick / with
Satan’s serpent blood / and was / silent, / when all the others bayed for Christ / on
his wet-blooded bough. / When Noah took to his Ark, / you alone stayed, / and
strayed / to see the world drown, / to hear the secret knowledge of its last words, /
and drink down its last / best / breath; / and like Noah, / swallowed your sorrows,
and became Bacchus’s bird, / with wine-dark wings. / When all the other
blackbirds were put in a pie, / you stole the silverware, / and carved out a bad
name for yourself. / The world gives good mornings / to the one who heard its last
good nights, / who would not shelter, / or sing / for a god on his beam. / Bad luck
bird – be trod upon. / Bridge / the starry silver stream. / Link us / to the weaver of
worlds / and words.
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Hiraeth

C.T. Mills
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/a longing for a home you can’t go back to, or that never was/
the only thing that could tell you where i
come from
is the wilderness of me
(and shortened vowel soundsi live by a castle not a castle
i lost my geordie when i was five,
i spake it out of existence,
thought it made me sound uncouth,
uncultured, un… citied
i once climbed the crags; the winds up
by blawearie whipped my
soul
into submission
and i balanced my life upon
the tree that spanned the drop,
all old and dead
like me? i wondered on the drive home
i walked the cliffside pass

i ran down the riverbed,
rippling from rock to rock

the buzzards’ nest can tell
you where i fell and nearly broke my wrist
but that was then.
now, four years and cities later, my heart beats wrong.
my howls only echo back
i am rough and unused
to an open sky.
i left a girl, came back a man.
there is more than one way to be a stranger
how can i ever come back?
i must go to the place where the heather grows,
to the place i walked in waist-deep snow,
to the burial ground, through the arch with no door,
to the ruined cottage, held up by three walls,
to the place where the ground dips beyond the winds’ reach
and swallows all soundto come home, i must go.
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Afternoons
Ben Pelhan
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you drew a picture of me
and I drew a picture of you
and we put the pictures in a drawer
and then we closed the drawer
and then we had sex on a bed.
I think it was full sized
but it might have been queen sized.
then we put some more stuff in
the drawer. folded our pictures
into planes. after that we went outside
I think, and looked for clovers.
we didn’t find any clovers
but you found a lizard
under a rock that didn’t run
away right away. then
we lay on the cloverless
grass for awhile and discussed
what to do about all the problems
but we weren’t able to figure out
all of them. then we flew
our planes. then we went inside.
we didn’t put anything else in the drawer.
we didn’t fly our planes. we cooked something
I think. it had vegetables and grains in it.
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Three Object
Poems

Kate Siklosi
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Veins

258

Midrib

259

Bark
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Extracts
from 72 Corona
Transmutations

CAConrad
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)1(
plugging back
of a robin’s song
with revving engines
we rest our heads to
acquire revelations
early scientists said
birdsongs were
pleasant but
meaningless
because no one
bothered to ask the
witches strapped to burning stakes
how dare we talk
about Mars as an
option without
giving everything
we have to saving Earth
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)2(
sometimes
crickets allow
us to study their
musical instruments
from palm of our hand
serenade the mythology
crawling under our skin
codes of spring
have changed
their request
please stop
holding
the cloud
of smoke inside
the crematorium
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)3(
whenever a
path is gone to seed
voices around me have more song
stitches of nutrients hold us together
bring us to life with a tolling bell
a solid infringement pressed
into the cold vanished calm
in the fur of this sentence
my animal psalm for you
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Paul Gauguin
Goes for Walks
in the Park
Behind My House

Karen Sandhu
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he leaves early today and on his way
out topples the olives that lay crushed
in a clay pot at the foot of the stairs
he blushes
brushing past a drying canvas which stands in the hallway
now mucky smeared puck
her canvas shoes, beside the door
he steps on hard flattening them limp
lethargic unlike his scent which fills the landing
and nature’s fruits
in a battered bowl
made from hardened bamboo shoots
lie still on a table
warped and shrivelled, melting
nature’s fruits lie dead
apples blush red pinkish rose
bleed peppers
tug from that plant he wrenches
out of the soil muddying her shoes
she stands close thinking
about pears bruised
desoiled waste
unwanted
bitter
and unsweet
knife
bleed
tomato residue
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pips
trees sway
above
alone
he peers over the fence
and crushes grass flat
with his feet, wide
nature lies dead
beneath
his toes with the crimson caress
of orange milk
rotting
crumpled napkin leaks
sucrose congealed tack
lemons
cane crisp
beside the seeds from the tree
he passes deciding on another
to sit beneath
seeping beets sugar
falling into the mouths of birds
ready to fall into the mouth of a fox
fluff pollen snows onto him as his juice gathering cheeks
drip grape fruits of brown
plucked cracked, ripped apart
and buried over time
above leaves rain and a squirrel chirps
a song about sunflower seeds
trapped in pots of jam
levitating inside mango sap
above the sky is blue
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in front everything is blue too
below it is all green
but not in bloom
rot, bluish bruise
on papaya
crushed pips
pomegranate
line the inside of his pockets
he reaches in and plucks
each seed out of his sewn hem
resistant and tough
stuck
inside
the seam
three remain and he shakes them out
an offering
to the unfed grass that has nothing left to bore
these pink sparkly jewels are yours he says
the earthly ritual is over
and he looks back at the house
all is still
and nature’s fruits
lie dead
on a table
resting
in a battered bowl of bamboo shoots
he walks
silent
and all else is still
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Speculative
Futures

The Crested Tit Collective
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On 8th June 2020 17:50, members of the Crested Tit Collective held a digital
discussion titled Speculative Futures. The prompt was to individually present a
speculative manifesto/documentation/poetics of the future we each wanted to see tomorrow, next year, in the next ten years, creative or political. The ensuing
discussion raised questions around echo chambers, coral, Covid, water, freedom to
access future as privilege and how to hold on to hope. It spanned issues in the UK,
Bahamas, Nigeria, Singapore and the US. These manifestos are published here as
a documentation of hope from the centre of a global pandemic, in the midst of
BLM protests, at a time when the world felt estranged. Standing as a form of
notation are excerpts from a transcription of that discussion, reintroduced as found
text. Note that the footnote text was not necessarily spoken by the writer on whose
page it appears and instead performs as a collective voice.
[Assembled and edited by Chloë Proctor]
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I am not an expert
Chloë Proctor
First, I would like to announce a retraction of single party politics. I have no
interest in a singular prime minister just as the singular prime minister has no
interest in us. There will instead be a council of elected representatives for each of
the pillars of our society, similar in structure to how the cabinet works now but
with each department made up of experts in their field. Young, Old, Black,
Brown, White, Crips, Gay, Trans, all inclusive. At first this will be an engineered
quota until there will be no quota needed to match this diversity because diversity
is inherent in humanity. Binaries are a fabrication. I will not count up, “how
many women?” because “woman” is a capsule that no longer fits its contents. The
breadth of experts that truly represent the population will fall naturally into place
when the following reaches its apex:°
- The cabinet will have no one leader and no one party bias but will work as a
collective spanning the topics of government.
- We could initially expect parties to remain much as they are except that
voting will change to reflect this new system. That is, you will vote on an
issue by issue basis. Green for environment, Labour for welfare, Tory
for…..?
- This will be phased out as time and collaborative effort will show that we
have no need for political parties in this country for as long as those
parties cannot be trusted to see beyond the success of their inner circles.
For as long as there is no hope for newer, community led parties to
flourish.
- We will have no need for MPs. Instead we will vote on policy as citizens,
selected as if for jury duty.
- The public has a right to suggest policy changes which will be voted on by
the public.
- Infrastructure on a local level is protected and developed by elected,
independent experts from that local area.

°

To say expert being a simultaneous inquiry into pedagogical structures.
When you dismantle one structure there will always be someone who will take power over the next structure and
oppression continues.
We want to be the retired people that generations after don’t fucking hate.
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- Government’s role is to provide the expertise, advice and funding to enact
the will of the people. It essentially shrinks in this system. No. More.
Middle. Men. With. Their. Hands. In. The. Honey. Pot.
- We govern ourselves collaboratively and with clarity. No. More. Seemingly.
Small. Administrative. Changes. Constructing. Towering. Systems. Behind.
Closed. Doors.
- The House of Commons will be open to all to attend to view debates and
posit questions to the “jury”.
- We are the politicians and we will be seen.
Within this truly democratic system we will achieve
- Abolition of landlords. Every citizen has a right to shelter.
- UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME.
- Increased welfare spending: Better health, Better mental health, Every
citizen has free access to all health services including therapy, sexual
wellbeing, gender issues, complementary therapies, dental care and all that
is necessary for a person to lead a healthy, happy life.
- An end to inherited wealth.
- An end to excessive wealth. Anything earned beyond the wealth cap is
confiscated and redistributed to the state. I say ‘confiscated’ because there
will be no reason to hold onto profits while you have the option to increase
employee pay-checks or to otherwise allocate funding productively. There
is always somewhere for the money to go.
- An end to the concept that “we deserve everything all the time” just because
we work hard. We do not deserve or need multiple homes, cars, trinkets or
land. We have not earned this generous right from our planet’s resources.
Redistribute land.°
- Non-human citizens of the earth are considered citizens of the earth and
have their rights to safe environment and biodiversity instated. Ecocide is
crime.
- Crime is poor health.
- Shrink the prison system.
°

The way we set up our societies and the way we set up our cities
If lockdown has showed me anything, it’s that time doesn’t feel linear, it feels very much caged. If I look towards a
time after… time feeling caged… it’s still not linear. It feels like an all-encompassing effort to change the world, to
change things from the way they are.
an agreed upon weird word
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-

-

-

-

Artists are nurtured in our society.
Sex workers are nurtured in our society.
Those who wish to purchase and sell drugs are nurtured in our society.
Imports and exports are required to meet an exhaustive ethical checklist.
Green energy starts now.
We, in theory, provide reparations to all whose ancestors have suffered and
who are still suffering from the traumas of colonialist history, however,
wealth being redistributed, there will be no more racist poverty or lack of
opportunity in this country.
Our borders stay open.
Towering media moguls are destabilised and replaced with a truly free
press. This is on the understanding that hate speech is not news hate speech
is not news hate speech is not news and misinformation is not news.
We memorialise and we remember what we have done to people who aren’t
“us” throughout history. We remember and we never repeat because we
learn. Because we educate. Because when society works as a fair and equal
distribution of infrastructure and resource we have no need to protect an
inaccurate, white identity of sustained privilege.
Our GDP will be Green and Directed by the People.
Our wealth will be kindness.
We will no longer have use for the word ‘privilege’, except in
remembrance.°

°

This is all wrapped up in balance: everyone is equal, everyone is living, everyone is contributing to each other.
Even a plant, soil, insects. Everyone is working in tandem so we need an environment that is balanced.
I think he was responding to ______ Twitter because she had a series of tweets… but he also said that
academics seem to avoid… They talk among each other and what’s the point in preaching to people who
already agree with what you’re saying or already are working on what you’re talking about? So yes, privilege,
but how do we share our privilege? We talk about accumulation of wealth but what about accumulation of
knowledge? Is it fair for us to accumulate knowledge if we’re not going to share that with people who don’t
have that access?
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Flight of Dirt
E P Jenkins°

°

Technical difficulties
I can hear y’all now can you hear and see me?
We can see you. We see and we hear you.
Land reclamation: here, mangrove forests have just been decimated because 30% of the land has been reclaimed.
It’s economic growth over environment protection.
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Flight of Dirt addresses the issues I feel we as a society well as we as individuals
need to address before we can even begin to speculate about the future. This poetic
tool belt attempts to navigate the drastic shifts and chasms that have erupted
through 2020, from long overdue social reform, the mounting impact of climate
change, the spread of Covid-19, and my own personal experience of moving
through time. It has no beginning, no end, and no fixed starting point. Change is
an ongoing ever evolving commitment that requires us to be flexible and
adaptable. The text will adapt and change as it is needed.
Re
fund
De
As manifesto. It is my belief that there are too many dragons hoarding wealth in
caves. Funds need to be redistributed to strengthen communities, education, and
everyone’s right to safety.
Flight of dirt
As a map. Cast your eyes over geography and from your eyes allow dirt to fall and
fly across the landscape. From your fingertips seeds will bud. Roots will unfurl,
stretch, and yawn in the morning light.
Breath in the boundaries
As a compass. Stand in the middle of the page and use the text to orientate
yourself around boundaries. Realise that some have barriers that you do not for
reasons they cannot help, use your space to make way for them. Realise too that
some boundaries are self-imposed and used for protection, comfort, and
preservation of ourselves and others.
Salt the bones not the meat
As a planchet. Barely graze the paper with your fingertips and allow the ghosts of
the past to move you through the text. Some ghosts you will want to keep. Let the
us slat and burn the bones of the ghosts you do not..°
°

What is the purpose of cyancelling? Is there another avenue for peaceful dialogue that we’re not
getting right now?
We need to avoid group-think because the group and the mob mentality will always have a leader.
Once you get here, do you take it further than us?
So how do we enact that?
Are we going to spam people? Are we going to force people to convert to our speculative futures?
PAMPHLETS IN CEREAL BOXES AT TRAIN STATIONS THROUGH LETTERBOXES!
I’m gonna stand outside people’s windows and read things at them.
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Tide as
Briony Hughes
acknowledge tide as site
acknowledge tide as connection
acknowledge tide as cycle
acknowledge tide as habitat and ecosystem°
witness tide as motion witness cycle witness site witness habitat
acknowledge tide in range
acknowledge destruction or source of life
reconsider tide as source
reconsider tide as supply
in range or connection to bacteria algae plants fungi and animals
identify deep sea conveyor belt
and abyssal zone
acknowledge movement of tide
acknowledge tide as circulation
acknowledge lack of distinction
acknowledge travel mineral extraction power generation and other leisure
activities
acknowledge tide as chemical
acknowledge tide as sterile
acknowledge salinity or putrefaction
reconsider composition of tide
witness precipitation

°

There’s been an anthology that just came out in Singapore, it’s called Eating Chilli Crab in the Anthropocene…
along with the book release (an essay on ecology and Singaporean politics) they instruct on how to set up an
ecology book club and they have discussions online and continue that conversation. They released an entire pack
for… BREAK FOR RABBIT GRASS PORRIDGE
So it’s not enough to disseminate ideas but we must provide tools to bring that about?
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witness melting
acknowledge a freezing point of -1.8 degrees
acknowledge vascular plants such as seagrasses
acknowledge tide as murder
acknowledge tide as site of murder
acknowledge murder
witness movement extraction melting circulation and murder
reconsider tide as bottled °
reconsider tide as held
empty connection and distinction
acknowledge role of the moon
acknowledge low pressure tide
acknowledge affect of land masses
acknowledge tide as affect
acknowledge tidal rapidity
witness basin
witness plate boundary
reconsider travel mineral extraction power generation and other leisure activities
witness travel
witness refuge
witness tide as refuge
acknowledge rapid succession of tide
acknowledge rapid succession of refuge
acknowledge flooding
acknowledge tidal movement of material

°

Fish and birds migrate as much as possible, why does it have to be such a traumatising migration for my neighbours
in Haiti to come to Cuba to come to the Bahamas and experience that othering and marginalisation?
Why are they not welcome?
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acknowledge waste material °
witness waste
witness material
witness material erosion of land
witness reclaiming of land
acknowledge tide as claiming of land
acknowledge tide as imperialism
acknowledge tide as site
acknowledge froth and foam
acknowledge froth of tide
acknowledge froth of microplastics
witness the mass market
acknowledge tide as marketable
acknowledge shipping containers
acknowledge container ships
acknowledge tide as container
reconsider contain
witness contained tide contained power contained chemical
witness the uncontained
witness contamination
acknowledge the tide as contamination
acknowledge the tide as nuclear
°

A criticism of communism has been that the people who understood it were educated and the people that weren’t
educated had it forced on them and couldn’t resist against the educated classes. It’s all well and good saying, “here
are our lovely ideas! We want to save the planet! Look at all this fungus and birds and coral!” but you have to also
give people the tools to access that information.
I read an article about stony tissue disease in coral and how it’s spread in Bahamas.
The coral reefs that are in the Caribbean and the Great Barrier Reef, they’ve been here for thousands of years.
They’ve taken centuries to grow...
They were here before us and they should be here after us.
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witness what is left and what is taken
witness extractive industries
witness extractive tide
reconsider tide as industry
witness offshore drilling or deep-sea mining
witness exploitation of seabed °
witness exploitation of tide
witness tide as exploitation
witness exploitation
acknowledge marine life
acknowledge marine growth
acknowledge floating accumulation
acknowledge fertiliser run-off
of accumulation of containment of nuclear of exploitation of run-off of growth
witness a tsunami
witness death and decay
acknowledge tidal death
acknowledge tidal decay
reconsider the dead sea
acknowledge tidal accumulation
°

The future is environment.
How we see ourselves in relation to natural environments, how we treat resources, how we exploit.
There’s been privatisation of clean water and drinkable water.
I think of the future in terms of freedom: that everyone should have access to environment, to health, to natural
resources.
I also think about the hierarchy of humans over everyone else and what does that mean to be a part of something…
to be a being… of course you are an intelligent being but we know that ravens and crows and other birds are also
intelligent beings.
What I’ve been thinking about is taking Charles Olson’s understanding of high energy poetry, which he models
from the nuclear bomb, and replacing that with water instead. People think that when I talk about water I’m going
to be… this beautiful nature writing thing. I feel like…
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acknowledge tide as accumulation
acknowledge tidal formations as glacial erosion
acknowledge tidal destruction
witness tide as destruction
witness tide as site of destruction or connection or ecosystem or motion
acknowledge tide as site°

°

Mami Wata is an African traditional mythology - our mermaid mythology – she’s a water bound spirit.
Orisha stories.
What does it mean to understand that everything we do as humans, it cyan effect another region over here?
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from which – through which – to speak the unimaginable
Cat Chong°

it is July 2020 – for months now I have been unable to conceive of a speaking in
which a future was – is – has been – will be – maintained as a possibility to speak
into – I have been trying to find a way – a safe space in language – from which –
through which – to speak of ongoing – out of survival and into a place – of – and
for – hopeful forthcoming – to be speculative is – of the nature of – based upon –
characterised by a theory and theories – when I speak about hope all theory is
desire – to see myself with a future – to see us as alive – communities made
vulnerable by kyriarchal disparity and occlusion – I wish to speculate only for a
future that is accessible – a future that is intersectional – that is equitable – is safe
– is a shelter – and refuge – when defined by the Oxford English Dictionary to be
speculative – with the is defined as – that which rests only on speculation – to
wish here is to want rest – a longing that precedes every statement of desire – to
consider the future is an endeavour of desire – of hope – of desperation for a future
in which I am less at at-risk than I am today – perhaps being at-risk is to always be
begging for your life one way or another – to speak and to speculate a future is to
articulate a desire for change – to be spent in – devoted to – speculation that
moves away from the immediate – I think I understand haunting a lot better now –
in Form and Discontent Rosmarie Waldrop writes that no page is blank – that all
writing is overwriting – perhaps to find a way to speak future is also a way to
speak us into safety – the creation – adoption – conception of a safe language
might be the way out of survival – from relentless immediacy and into the
possibility of futures – simultaneously singular and multiple – to be always and
continually writing over together suggests speculation to be a kind of recovery –
re-covering language and temporality – an accumulation of word worlds – to
speak together is to speak encompassing – all at once – linguistic formations
across great distances – perhaps to find shelter for one and all of us in language is
to ‘be as water’ – to speak fluid as mobile and shifting – undefinable by state and
economic forces – fluid as self-effacing leaving only traces that will evaporate in
the sun – to speak together continually negotiable – never fully formed or finished
– only fully forming and reforming – to speak collectively here is to make a
speculation of faculties – adapted for – exercised in – a vision – polyvocal and
expansive – to make a future – in hope for all of us – for rest and for refuge –
°

What does it mean for other natural beings to be citizens as much as we are on land?
The area of politics is so archaic and the area of law is so archaic.
I’ve been questioning why these are in place… what does it mean to have a law? The laws we’re putting in place
for the benefit of society. Are these what is holding us back?
We need to reconsider “fair” in ideologies, perhaps ideological “fairness” does more harm than good - the idea that
you must behave or you will be locked up or on death row… is that truly the solution?
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speculate _
Tanicia Pratt
_future as Environment
_land without government°
self-governance
_trickle up economics
drain down economics
or economy non-directional
_banking and finance
stocks
premium
interests
_trade
goods
energy
consumption
_soil
crop
hunger
gluttony
_real estate
_housing
_poverty

°

I was going to say that they didn’t know but scientists have been screaming at the top of their lungs the whole time.
They knew they just didn’t care.
How do you practice hope and solidarity in the face of all of that?
With everything going on in the world, I feel the project I’m discussing is no longer part of the future, it’s already
present, I don’t know if I’m writing a warning for the Bahamas or a eulogy.
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_illness
_homelessness
_statelessness
displacement
refuge
migration
_border
nationalization
deportation
occupation
_language
etymology
psychology°
mummy’s tongue
_ancestry
anthropology
exodus
reclamation (on spin-cycle)
_reparation
stolen land
stolen bodies
stolen objects
_neocolonialism
gentrification
violence
°

Especially at the moment with the pandemic moving through communities, how do you talk about future when you
know there are groups of people who have already lost theirs?
We need to reconsider the way we trade with each other. Why is it that a country with natural resources can be
exploited?
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investments
invasion
_war
on
on °
on
_binaries
sexuality
gender
performance
_antidiscrimination
_structure
patriarchy
stratification
religion
_communication
censorship
privacy
dialogue
_universal
love

°

I struggle enough having a present that the future felt inaccessible. I realised this isn’t a manifesto it’s a fucking
elegy.
It’s important to see though, that there is change happening. There ARE some things happening.
Corals are being generated using 3D printing. They’re gathering new techniques for coral artificial growth, but it’s
just the scale of it. Sure, these acts of generation and REgeneration are happening that are absolutely vital, but
again, how do we hold on to hope in the face of what is consistent and perpetual risk?
INVOLUTING SOIL POETICS, CHLOE
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cosmos
moon dust
_harmony
presence
flow
_sea in relation to movement
_sea in relation to vastness°
_sea in relation to profoundness
_human
_existence
_the unknown
_the already known
_
_
_
_
_
_

°

The more I’m hearing you guys speak on this, the more I’m realising that the ability to speculate future is a
privileged position. Yet, I still think we should do this.
We’re having this discussion because we’ve met on an MA course, and we have that privilege, but the future will
affect more people than will have access to that level of higher education. That doesn’t mean we should not do it, it
means we should do it to help to figure out the alternatives.
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Yes Manifesto
Tese Uhomoibhi°

°

I don’t want to end on such a low note.
I think this is an important conversation to have, about who is in a position to be able to speculate, who is in a
position to be able to future build and how do we remain hopeful within that?
If you want to read what you wrote, I don’t think that’s ending things on a bad note, I think it’s continuing that
discussion.
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This concrete poem was the beginning of my “Yes Manifesto” drafted in
conversation with Yvonne Rainier’s “No Manifesto”. It is the result of my
attempts to capture my dream of saying yes to possibility, my dream of a future
that is yes and…
However, every time I tried to write past the “yes”, to craft a better world and shed
light on what that future could be, I could not think past the “and”. I could not see
or even begin to imagine the expanse of possibility. As someone who deals with
CTSD, and as a black girl navigating an increasingly unstable, unpalatable and
unsustainable world in which I do not fit, I have long questioned the precarity of
my continued existence in this world and wrestled with the idea of speculative
futures. I am at home with nos and not yets. For me, futures are things to be feared
and doubted. Speculating them seems risky and daring in a way in which I have
yet to come to terms. But I do wish to one day have a future that is not qualified by
the color of my skin, my gender and my mental health. A future that is ever
expanding. A future of yes and….°

°

The idea of future has always been difficult for me. It is always something I have struggled with.
The positive thing is that there even is a “yes and”.
I want to see a future that is expansive.
I wanted to do this because everyone here has a right to future and everyone here has a right to have a say in what
that future looks like. That’s why at this particular moment in time it is important for us to do this together.
If your manifesto sits at “yes and” – I think that’s beautiful and full of possibility.
Sometimes the yes is enough. Being able to say yes is enough.
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The CTC is a not-for-profit literary organisation. Any
funds generated through Rewilding will be used for
future creative projects and community outreach opportunities.
Thank you for your support.
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